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The study p_resents a metnod, based on the flux vei:tor splittmg approacn, 
to the problem of unsteady two dimenstonal inv1sctd transontc flows, 'Nit!"\ 
emphasis on the numerical determtnat1on of the shock. position. through 
nozzles wtth varying back pressure. The methodology, governed by tr.e 
Euler equations, is first explained for one and two dimensional steady 
state apol ications, and the accuracy of the results is va11dated by 
comparison wtth exact \one d1mension) and numerical <two dimensions) 
solutions. · 
The model is tt'len applied to tt'le problem of fluctuating back pressure m 
quas1 one dimenstonal and two d1mensiona1 flows. The one d1menstona1 
results are·validated by comparison with a small perturbation analytical . 
unsteady solutton, whereafter sample cases are performed wtth the 
ot>Jecttve to understand fundamental aspects of unsteady flows. 
it is concluded that both the amplitude and frequency of the Imposed 
fluctuattng exit pressure are tmportant parameters for the location or tr1e 
uns(eady snack. it ts aiso snown that tne average unsteady snocK position 
1s not 1aenncal with the steady state position, and that the unsteady 
shock may, under certain ctrcumstances, propagate upstream tnto th~ 
subsonic flow domain. The pressure jump over the shoe!<, as well as the 
unsteady post-shock press~re, Is different for 1dent1cal shoc~~-pos1tions 
during tr1e cycle of fluctuation, whtch implies that an unsteady srioci< 
movement, imposed by oscillating back pressure, may Introduce- a 
significant unsteady lift and moment. This may be or importance ior 
fiutter predictions. 
It is also noted that, although tne sonic velocity is obtained in tne throat 
of steady state quas1 .one C!tmenstonal flow, th1s Is not necessar1ly tru~ 
for the unsteady solution. During part of the per1od with fluctuating bacl< 
pre·ssure, the flow velocity may be subsonic at the throat, and stll? react', 
a supersonic value later In tne nozzle. This pr,enomenz. dE":Pends on tr,e 
rrequency and arnoiitude of the tmposed pressure iluctuatlon. as w~il as 
on tr1e nozzle geometry . 
-.:i 
.. 
II. Brief Information to the Reader. 
The present report cons1sts of four ma1n parts, each of wh1ch can quickly 
be scanned 1n dependence of the readers interest. The fol lowing gives a 
brief overview of the dffferer.t parts. 
A general introduction to blade flutter in axial flow turbomachines is 
given in section l. 1, followed by· an introduct1on to existing numerical 
methods for attacldng this problem. It ls not necessary to go into th1s 
section in order to judge the results presented 1n the later sections. It 
may however be of interest if the reaaer would 11Ke to juage tile 
implicat1ons of the results in the broade context of blaae flutter. 
The numerically method employed tn the present study is briefly presented 
in sections 3.1 to 3.4 and 4.1 to 4.5. Aga1n, the results can be judged 
essentially without reading these sections. 
The validation of tr.e method and a few sample cases are presented in 
sections 3.5 <ouasl one dimensional steady state), 4.6 (two dfmensiona1 
steady state), 5. l to 5.2 (Quasi one dtmenstonal unsteady) and 5.3 (two 
aimensional unsteaay>. These sections are obvtously the most important 
ones. 
A few detatls about the method are given tn the appendices, together with 
indications of how to run the program on the IBM main frame at the Naval 
Postgraduate Scr.o.ol, Monterey. 
It should also be stated that the report treats "Work i progress" and is 
largely meant to be a reference also for the author. Thus, severa! details 
that would normally not be found 1n a final report may be present here. On 
me other nana, certain aspects of a t inal report m tne usual sense may 
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1. lntroduct1on . 
.LL. General lntroauctton to the Blade Flutter problem. 
One of the many ser1ous problems encountered dur1ng the development of 
modern jet eng1nes and 1ndustrtal turbomach1nes 1s the pred1ct1on of f10'N 
1nduced v1brat.1ons wh1ch may lead to an eventual macMne faf1ure. Due to 
the Interaction of several complicated phenomena in turbomachines. this 
problem 1s still today far from being resolved . even though a significant 
amount of worl< has oeen performed 1n the doma1n of aeroelast1ctty, which 
concerns tne vtbrat1on of a deformable structure in a flu1CI, aurtng the two 
last decennia. 
Among all the complicated phenomena, the ones. concerning the aeroelasttc 
stab111ty of the turbomach1ne blades are part of the most v1tal. Such 
stability tnvest1gat1ons w111 be even more significant 1n the future as 
blade vibration predictions become Increasingly Important as part of a 
trend towards higher untt powers, often without tncrease In the number or 
stages in the machtne. This trend imp11es, as examples: 
longer and more slender blades 
higher blade loadings 
h1gher flow veloc1ties 
higher 1nlet flow temperatures tn turbtnes 
- h1gher mass flow rates. 
The excitation of blade vibrations may be etther forced or selfsustalned. 
In the first group (forced vtbratlons>. such phenomena as: 
mult1ples of rotor frequenctes 
1nlet distortions 1n temperature, velocity and flow directton 
stator-rotor lnteracttons 
may be classified. 
The second group Cself-exctted blade vibrations or blade flutter> constders 
1nstead the tnteract1on between a blade movement and the tt"1erefrom 
tnduced t1me dep.endent aerodynamic rorces. 
In a turbomachine, flow phenomena from both these groups In terr ere with 
each otner and create comp I teated unsteady flow pattern through the 
bladtngs. Thts pattern can however not be pred1cted wtth present 
theoretical methods, wherefore. several ideal1zattons ot" the time 






In the field of se1f-exc1ted blade v1brat1ons, d1fferent flutter doma1ns, 
dependent upon the flow cond1t1ons 1n the machtne, have been 1dent1fied 
throughout the years, both 1n compressors and 1n turb1nes. Due to tl"le hlgl"I 
pretent1on~ on modern jet eng1nes, most of the flutter problems reported 
have occured 1n fan stages of these mach1nes. Flutter phenomena have 
·recently also become of pract1ca1 1nterest 1n transon1c steam and gas 
turbines, especially at h1gh back pressures. In these operating condttions, 
the flow in the blade passage 1s presumably transon1c and eventually 
part1a11y or fully stalled. 
Some of tl"le possible types of blade flutter are representea schematically 
tn Figure 1.1, where a typ1cal modern compressor chart ts shown. 
Depend1ng upon tne flow cond1t1ons, the d1fferent flutter types in the 
Figure t .1 may be character1zed as <see for example /25/-/271): 
1. Subson1c/transon1c postt1ve 1nc1dence stall flutter where the 
compressor operates near the surge 11ne at e1ther part speed or near the 
design speed. Although the term ·stalled" ts generally used, it is not 
settled that the flow in this flutter region 1s always separated over the 
whole blade, or if instead the flutter 1s associated w1th high loading. 
2. Negative 1nc1dence transonic choke flutter, at part speea. 
This type of flutter may appear when the flow 1n a compressor 
accelerates through son1c trans1tton. This flutter region 1s probably 
assoc1ated w1th local blade separat1ons and unsteady shock waves. An 
tmportant question here is under which circumstances large shock 
oscillations occur. 
3. Supersonic postttve Incidence stall flutter. The ·flow . Is 
supersonic at the outer portion of the blade and the stage operates near 
the surge 11m1t. 1 t ts expected that the flow ~as strong 1n-passage 
shocks. 
4. Unstalled superson1c flutter, at full speed and with attached 
flow. It can occur at des1gn . point and at higher or lower pressure ratios 
and may 11m1t htgh speed operations. 
5. Supersonic flutter (type "A 1 oo·>. Th ts type of blade flutter 
has been found to appear suddenly above a certain pressure ratio, beiow 
which no flutter is encountered. Increased loading may shift this critical 
pressure ratto. 
All of the above mentioned flutter 1 tmits are of large practical Interest, 
and several investtgattons, both experimentally and theoretically, :.have 




the reg1ons In Fig. 1.1 seem to have some relat1on w1th the transonic flow 
regton, Le. they are liable to be assoc1ated w1_th strong unsteady shock 
waves. If this unsteady shocks have an influence on the stab111ty of a 
certatn blaetng 1s st111 a very open question (the presen~ed study should 
be wleved In this context as far as tts shortterm goal Is concerned). An 
unsteady shock movtng around an a blade m1ght eventually introduce some 
phase lag between the· blade movement and the resulting pressure 
response, as well as an Important change In the amplitude of the lift 
d1strtbutlon on the blade. 
Presently, fuJJy theoretical models ex1st ror the prediction of unstalled 
self-excited blade vibrations (domains 6, 7 and 8 tn Ftg. 1.1 ), but most 
predtct1on methods for part1ally or fully stalled flow are heavlly coupled 
with extensive experimental data sets to y1eld sem1-emplrical models. 
These flutter predictions are thus normally of proprietary nature. 
Many of the extstlng theoretical prediction models for unstalled flow look 
promising for the computation or aeroelastlc forces acting upon vibrating 
blades. However, as the main tnterest from the 1ndustry Is to compute the 
unsteady blade forces as fast and cheap as possible In order to avoid 
blade fa11ures, only a very llmtted number of methods consider also the 
fully unsteady flow between the blades although the apprehension of how 
disturbances propagate from one blade to another Is essent1al to the 
fundamental understanding of aeroelastlc phenomena In blade rows . 
.1..2... Introduction to the Present Numerical Methodology . 
. It is the purpose of the present work to apply and test a fully unsteaoy 
numertcal method for, tn the future, predicting both the aeroelast1c blade 
forces and the unsteady flow through vibrating cascades, and thus to 
contrtbute towards the comprehension of unsteady . phystcal flow 
phenomena 1n turbomachlnes. 
Recently· a few studies, based upon the fully unsteady Euler equations, 
have been <:1eveloped for predicting both the aeroelastlc b\ade forces and 
the unsteady, ·~nstalled flow through vibrating two dimensional cascades 
/7,15-17/ . The study 1n 171 showed the feasibility of the approach for 
two dimensional subsonic flow through a cascade of compressor blades 
wtth th1n leading edges. However, the largest 1nterest of aeroelasticlty 
11 es In the trans on I c fl ow reg I on wherefore It 1 s cons I dered, as·· an 





capture normal unsteady shock waves <and later to treat rounded 1ead1ng 
edges> wh11e ma1nta1n1g the Euler eQuat1ons and ta1<1ng 1nto consideration 
the s1gn1f1cant development of . new numerical techniques during the past 
years. These techniques have ma1nly been directed towards the 
cons1derat1on of the wave 11ke <or hyperboHc) nature of the Euler 
equations, and performs the spatial d1fferencing of the fluxes 1n an 
"upwind" (in regards to the wave propagation) manner (see for a few 
examples / 11-14.18-231>. As po1nted out 1n /23/ these methods. 
sometimes denoted "flux vector sp11tt1ng" Cref. / 11-141) and "flux 
d1fference sphtting" Cref. 118-231), can all be regarded as s1m1lar 1n 
some respects although the way the fluxes are sp11t are based on 
somewhat more phystcal reason1ng 1n / 18-23/ and more mathemat1cal 1n 
111-14/. 
Wh11e th1s modern numerical methods seem_ to be robust and reliable Cat 
least for steady-state flows), a drawback wh1ch should not be forgotten 
is their large computational cost because of the increased number of 
artthmetic operat1ons that are needed to be solved per lterat1on step. The 
methods are, and should rematn, only one aspect of a continuous ongotng 
effort to understand the flow 1n turbomach1nes. 
The present study is based on a "flux vector sp11tt1ng· method, w1th the 
application towards the unsteady flow through an oscillating cascade. 
Here, the method is br1efly presented whereafter comparisons wtth 
existing numerical and exact Cin one dimens1on) steady state solutions for 
one and two dimensional channel flows are made. Test cases Cln one 
d1mension> and numerical examples for unsteady transonic flows with 
oscillating back pressure are thereafter given, as regards to the methoas 
capabiltty to accurately capture unsteady normal shock waves 1n a non-
moving reference plane Ct.e. pressure osc11lat1ons are 1ntroduced from 
upstream or downstream and the nozzle wans and. the blades do not 
move). A small attempt to evaluate how well the numerical method 
represents the expected physical phenomena and the implicattons of the 





Flgures for sect1on 1. 
Presture ratio 
Mass now 
F1elas 6,7 and 8: Domains of appl1cation of present fully. 
theoretical subson1c (6), transonic (7) and supersonic (8) 
prea1ctton models. 
Ftg. ·1.1: 01fferent flutter types in axial compressors 








A: area [m2,-J 
a: speed of sound fm/s,-j 
Cp: . spectfic heat at constant pressure fm2/CKs2)] 
Cy: specific heat at constant volume [m2/(Ks2)] 
e: tnternal energy/unit mass [m2/s2,-j 
ec: total energy/unit mass= 
=e+Q2/2=p/[C1-1 >p]+Q2/2: [m2/s2,-J 
er=hr: reference value for energy and 
entalphy=Qr2 [m2/s2] 
ex,ey: unity vectors [-j 
f: frequency [HZ] 
F: flux vector in ~ direction [-j 
6 : flux vector·1n Tl direction '- 1 L 1 
h=e+p/p: entalphy/unit mass (m2/s2,-] 
he: total entalphy/unit mass= 
=h+Q2/2=ec+plp=[)'p]/[ <1-1 )p]+q2/2 [m2ts2,-J 
k: reduced f reQuency, based on ha If chord 
k={w lr}/ {2qr} [-] 
(Note that we here will use q=qr, i.e. 
the velocity used for computing the 
reauced frequency 1s not the inlet .. nor 
the outlet velocity.> 
k: time step indicator [-] 
Ir: reference value for length, 
lr=Xr=Yr=C(=chord) [m] --
p: pressure (N/rn2.-] 
Pamp : amplitude of sinusoidal pressure 
fluctuation [N/rn2_,-] 
• Pr·: reference value for pressure [N/m2] 
q: velocity vector=uex+Vey [rn/s,-J 
Or: re.ference value for veloc1ty={RT r}O.s 
<Note that Qr=speed of sound/·/~.) fm / s] -· 






























Riemann invariant in positive 
coordinate direction i-1 ' . 
01 . 1 t . t . ... emanr. mvar an m nega lVe 
coordinate direct1on [-] 
d1mens1onless entropy = (S-Sr)ICv [-] 
time ·[s.-l 
. time for a perio.d of oscillation [s,-J 
time when osc11lation starts rs -l 
L ' J 
old time before next 1terat1on step [s,-1 
reference value for ttme=lr/Qr [s) 
tlme for pressure d1sturbances to 
tr ave 1 from the exlt to the shock LS:-] 
temperature (K,-1 
reference value for temperature 
velocity component in x direct ion [m/s,-1 
.sr.ock velocity in x direction [mis, -J 
veloclty component in y direction [m/s,-1 
Cartesian coordinate direction [m,-J 
shock position [m,-1 
Cartesian coordinate d1rectton [m,-) 
time increment for one ttme steo rs.-j 
dens1ty (kg/m3,-j 
reference value for density=Prl<RT r) [kg/rn.3] 
ratio of specific heats(=l .4 fer air) [-1 
circular frequency [rad/s] 
curv111near coordinate direction [-1 
curv111near coordinate direction 
r , 
l-J 
amplitude of s1nusoidal oscillations in time ·· 
sta·gnat1on value in tr.e absolute fiarne of ref ereiie 



















intermediate values in two step integration metr1eid 
dimensionless values <only used in ambiguous context ) 
vanables in <t,T}) plane 
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3. _One D1mens1ona1 lnv1sc1d Steady-State Flow. 
Before golllg 1nto the general _appl1cat1on of two d1mens1onal flow, some 
bas1c one d1menstonal tnvesttgat1ons are necessary to assess the _flux 
vector sp11tttng method 1n conjunctton w1th the proposed expltc1t 
numer1cal t1me 1ntegrat1on scheme. 
The one d1mens1onal 1nv1sc1d gasdynam1c equat1ons of motion can be 
expressed ln conservation law form as: 
(3.0-1) 







Furthermore, the equatton of state for a perfect gas ts given by: 
(3.0-J-) 
For the present application, the mass, momentum and energy components 
of the flux vector F are split into upw_tnd parts, expressing (1n some 
sp11ttlngs) the "posttive" and "negative" eigenvalues of F. Several methods 
of performtng such "flux vector splttttngs" ca~ be found in the literature. 
Out of these, two have been adopted and tested for tt'1e present 
application. These are the solttttngs accord1ng to Steger/Warming 
C/13/)~9/,/t 11) and van Leer U28/,/111). The basic idea behind any of 
these 1s that tf F can be sp I It into F=F•+f-, where 
Wt+f+ x=O ts stable for backward differenc1ng 
Wt+f-x=O Is stable for forward differencing 
the same differencing can be -used for the full equation 
25 
Wt+f + x+f:-x;:O, 




3.1. Flux Vector .SQ11tt1og. 
3. 1. 1. Steger/Warming Spl(tting. 
In the Steger/Warm1ng approach the fluxes are sp11t accord1ng to the s1gn 
of the local e1genvalues of the flux vector F. The mathemat1cal 
development of the e1genvalues and the sp11tt1ngs are g1ven in ref. 
I 13, 11 I and, 1n a shorter vers1on, In Appendix A6. For briefness, only the 
final results are g1ven here. 
Three eigenvalues, ">. 1, ">.2 and ">. 3, of the flux vector F exist in one 





Tnese eigenvalues can be, depending on the magnitude of tne velocity u 
(usO, O<usa, u>a), separated into positive and negative parts: 
(3.1.1-2) 
where, in the onginal study by Steger/Warming / 13/, the ">. + n, ">. - n are 
defined as: 
}. + 0={}.n+ I An I }/2 
}.-0={}.0-I ">. 0 IJ!2 . 
(3.1.1-3) 
These def1n1t1ons where later. s11gthly modified by Steger, due to some 
problems of accurately capturing the rarefaction through the sontc point, 
to /29/: 
>. ... n={>.n+[">.n2+e]0.5}/2 
">.-n={}.0-[}.02+e]0.5}/2 
(3. 1. 1 -4) 
where t. Is a small number In the .order or E=0.041291 . However, It sh6uld 




dissipat1on different from the one created w1th the use of the relation 
(3.1.1-3)) only to eliminate a smal I glltch around the sonic po1nt, w1th no 
other apperant phystcal reaSOf'.l than creattng conttnuous ). + ,>.- through 
thts potnt /L.9, 11 I. 
In whtchever of the above ways the >. + and ).- are created, the flux vector 
F can be spltt tnto two terms f+ and F- /13/, wtth: 
. (3.1.1-5) 
where each of the splttted flux vectors f+ and f- can be expressed as 
/i3,11/: 
f:t= pl(2ll f 2(1-1J>q±+).2±+).3± l 
I 2["t-1 ]>.1 :tu+ >.2:t(u+a)+ ).3:t[u-a] I 
l[ 1-1 l>.1 :tu2+ ).2:t[u+a]2/2+ >.3:t[u-a)2/2+w J 
where 
w={[3-1U).2±+ >.3± ]a2}/ {2(1-1]} (3.1.1-6) 
With the deftnition (3.1.1-3) of ).±, it ts seen that 
f•=f; f-=o tf M=u/a2: 1 
f+=O; f-=F tf M=u/a$- t 
(3.1. l-7) 
However, the relation (3.1.1-7) ts not any more valtd tf the forward and 
backward etgenvalues ).:t are defined accord1ng to (3. t.1-4). 
3.1.2. _van Le.er Sp/if.ting.· 
A somewhat dtfferent approach of splitting the flux vector F ~as taken by 
. van Leer /28, 11 I. Here, the flux vector ts split into forward and backward 
parts tn function of the local Mach number 8instead of in function of the 
eigenvalues9, which gives: · 
For supersonic flow <Le. IMl=lulaj2:1 9 the relation C3 .1. t-7> sttll holds: 
'>P _ ... 
~ . 
,, 
f•=f; F-=o tf M=u/a~ 1 
f•=O; E-=F 1f M=u/a$-1 
(3.1.1-7) 
and for subson1c flow, the vectors f+ and F- are expressed as: 
r l 
ft= If 1 t I 
It 2t · 1 
tr 3t J 
(3.1.1-8) 
where f 1t=±pa{{M:t1 ]/2}2 
f 2t=f 1 ±·Hl- l ]u±2a}/l 
f 3t=f 1 ±·H<l-1 )u±2a]2}/{2[12- l]} 
It has been shown in I 11 I that .thts spl ltt1ng gtves continuously 
differentiable sp11t fluxes at sonic and stagnation points. This is contrary 
to· the Steger/Warm1ng sp11tt1ng <see I 11 I for de ta tied compartson of the 
spl1tted fluxes>. 
A recent rev1ew article by van Leer, Thomas, Roe and Newsome /46/ 
lndtcates that, out of the two splittings above, the van Leer splttt1ng has 
the smoothest propert1es and should capture a shock w1th s11ght1y less 




3.2 Spat1a1 D1fferenc1ng 
In the flux vector splttt1ng formulat1on the govern1ng equations can be 
expressed, l>oth for the Steger/Warming and van Leer spl ittlngs, as: ~ 
(3.2-1) 
In the. or1g1nal work by Steger/Warming /13/ the spatial derivatives were 
approximated with differences ·taken "upwind" for both f+ and F-, 1.e. 
backward Ctn the negative x direct ton) for the f+ and forward <tn the 
oostttve x dtrectton> for the F-. In the case of genera11zed coordinates 
th1s approach does however not preserve "free stream" values, I.e. It 
introduces a dependancy of the transf ormatton metrics on the resuit (see 
for example 1301). van Le~r proposed Instead <see for ex. I 11 /) to use an 
approach, cal led the "Monotone Upwind Schemes for Conservation Laws" or 
"MUSCL" approach, in which the data 1s first prepared and eventually 
11m1ted before the numer1cal differences are performed. The spatial 
der1vat1ves are here approximated as centered differences, with values at 
half points: 
(3.2-2) 
Furthermore, the f±1+ 112 and f±1_ 112 are evaluated wfth two point 
"upwind" (i.e. backward for f+ and forward for f-) extrapolat10n 111 /: 
r 
1 F· t• 112=F·cw-j+ 112> 
I F-1. 112=F-cw• t• 112 > 
L 
r 
~w-j+ 112=Wj+<l>-r{W1-Wt.-1 }/2 




In these expressions, the scalar function <l> is denote.d the flux limiter. It 
has for funct ton to sw1tch from f1rst order spat ta! accuracy to second 
order at appropriate points. The value <1>=1 gives second order sP.atial 
accuracy while <1>=0 reduces the accuracy to first order. 
• 
., .. 
"7 ' ..) I 
In has been demonstrated 1n ref. I 11 I Cwh1ch 1s an 1mp11c1t computat1ona1 . . 
code) that, due to the fact that both the Af+ and AF- are eva1uated at the 
same compytat1ona1 1ocat1ons 1n the MUSCL approach 1, a method w1th th1s 
approach Clndependent of wether the Steger/warm1ng or the van Leer 
vers1on is used to split the fluxes> g1ves smoother results around a sonic 
rarefaction point than the or1g1na1 Steger/Warming spat1a1 differencing. It 
also reduces~ at least 1n ref. It 1 /, the overshoots just upstream ·of ttie 
shocK regton for one dimensional transontc flows. 
Contrary to the orfg1nal Steger/Warm1ng approach where 8f+ and 
8f- are evaluated as 
8f •=8 bf •=[A oackwardf + ]={F+ 1-f + i- l} 
8F-=~ ff-=[8 forwardf-]={F-i+ 1 ~F-1} 
--
3.3. Boundary Cood1t1ons at Inlet and Outlet 
In the present appl 1cation two different options for treattng the boundary 
condit1ons-at inlet and outlet were 1mplemented. In the first they are 
treated In essentially the same way as in /7/ where they are Implemented 
with the "postcorrectlon method" after Morett1/deNeff 161 . In this 
techn1que the numerical treatment of computational points located on the 
boundaries Is conceived In two steps. First the computation is done using, 
for the approximation of derivatives at the boundaries, values from 
10terteor pomts <and eventually extrapolated therefrom) only. 1n this 
preliminary computation the boundary condition has not yet oeen imposed. 
Therefore the flow var1ables so calculated are not correct. However, 
cons1der1ng the hyperbo11c or wave-11ke nature of the Euler equations, the 
R1emann var1ables Ca specific one dimensional combination or speed of 
sound and velocity, see Appendix A4) carried on characteristics impinging 
on the boundary are expected to be correct. The values of the primitive 
variables <velocity and speed or sound) computed so far have thus to be 
changed by imposing the required boundary condition, while preserving the 
value of the Riemann variable just computed /7 I. 
This updating is performed as the final logic at every time step. 
In section 3.3.1 thts postcorrectton technique ts discussed for the inlet 
and outlet boundaries for a one dfmensfonal flow. 
In section 3.3.2 a second method, employed in most calculations presented 
later, ls given. 
3.3. 1. First l1et1Jod 
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The ftrst method for 1mplementing the boundary condition is based upon 
the method used for a solution with the Maccormack predictor-corrector 
solver fn /24/, and requires an extrapolation of the flow variables at the 
boundaries. 
3.3. J..a. Extrapolation of values ·at tne boundary. 
For completnes~, it · is he.re noted that the points outside of the 
computational domain are extrapolated w1th a three point parabola -from 
the inner of the flowffeld accord1ng to the formula 
.. 
f =ax2+bx•c 
wnere a, b and c are constants. This gives thus, w1th constant spacing m x 
d1rect1on:. 
If the po1nt Ci• 1 /2) lies outside the computat1onal domain: 




ft+ 1=f t-2-3f t-1 +3f t 
f 1+2=3f t-2-8f t-1 +6f t 
whereafter the formula C3.2-4b) gives: 
(3.3. 1.a-1 a) 
<3.3. 1 .a-1 b) 
(3.3. I .a- i C) 





~tf.;..1=f t+2-3f t+ 1+3f 1 
."f1-2=3f1+2-8ft+ 1•6f i 
whereafter the formula (3.4-2a) gives: 
3.3. 1.b. In let Bmmdary. 
(3.3. 1.a-2a) 
· (3.3. 1.a- 2b) 
C3.3. l .a-2c) 
At the permeable inlet surf ace (AB In Ftg.3.3-1 ), the space derivatives in 
x direct1on are defined w1th an extrapolation according to the spat' :Jl 
differencing in section 3.3.1.a. After the computation of the whole flow 
. field Ctncludtng the boundary points> the boundary condition is imposed 
according .to the post correct1on techntque. Presently, two methods are 
implemented, corresponding to the "radiative" and "capacity" conditions 
respectively 171. 
In the ftrst ("capacity'") technique, the flow Is considered to be 
discharged, from an lnfinttely large capacity, througri . a set of smal I 
nozzles. In this capacity the stagnation temperature and stagnat ion 
pressure are constant. This leads to the following two relationships for 
the entropy and entalphy: 
s=lnfoc 1/Pc1 r} =ln{pc 1 ( t-r>.r c 1 r} 
(=0 1f T ct=Pct=l > 
he 1=Tc1 /(l-1 >=a1 ,new21{(l-1 )}+Q1 ,new212 
(3.3 . 1.b-1) 
where subscript "new" indicates that the values tnclude the correction for 
the boundary condttlons. 
In addition, a compatibility equatton carrtes the Information on the left-
runntng t characteristic from ins1de the flow field onto the boundary. This 
can be expressed as: · 
R-1,o1d=f(1nner of flow field)=known=2a1 ,o1dt<1-1 )-Q1 ,old 
(3.3. 1.b-2) 
where subscript "old" Indicates that the values do not include the 
correctton for the boundary condttlons. 
As the value of R- ts assumed to be correct, we haye 
(3.3 . 1.b-3) 
1 Left-runntng characteristic Indicates in the present st~dy a 
characteristic in the negative coordinate directions. Similarly, the rtght-· 
running characteristic ts 1n the positive coordinate directions. 
p 
where 
R-1 ,ne!'=2a t ,new/ ( 1-1 )-q 1 ,new (3.3.1 .b-4) 




whereafter the pressure, density and energy can be determined from the 
entropy equation above. 
The second ("non-reflective" or "radlatjveH) technique to treat the 
boundary is an attempt to decrease the reflections at the inlet. 
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The basic idea behind this coundary condition Is that in a cascade, in 
contrast to an isolated airf ol 1 where disturbances propagated away frorn 
the airfoil diminish In strength with the radial distance from the profiie. 
tne flow is oouncted. The disturbances m an inviscid flow w111 thus not 
always decrease in strength (for vibrating blades, see discussions on sub-
and superresonant blade vtbrattons /8-101). However, If the flow 
upstream of the cascade Is undisturbed from the left, the left-running 
disturbances will be simple wave fronts. If, after a certair) distance, 
these wave fronts become straight, It is expected that the reflections 
from an upstream computational boundary may be reduced. This way of 
treating the boundary can be visualized as an Infinitely long duct with 
undisturbed flow upstream of the cascade, and 1t is 1mplemented m me 
present study in the following way: 
As In the first technique, the compatibility equation on .the left running 
characteristic Is considered to carry the information from inside the flow 
fteld onto the boundary: 
R-1 old=f(inner of .flow field)=known=2a 1 old/("¥- I )-Q1 old 
I · I I 
(3.3. 1.b-6} . 
Contrary to the first technique, however, the boundary conditions are:. now 




character1st1c Ccom1ng from 1nf1n1ty upstream> carries 1nformat1on tn an 
1sentropic way from mfrnity upstream to the inlet and tnto the flow f 1eld. 
This compat1bil1ty equation can be wrttten as: 
R+ 1 .new=f(upstream 1nfin1ty)=1mposed=2a-00 .newl<1-1 )+<+-oo,new 
(3.3. 1.b-7) 
.As the value of R- is assumed to be correct, we have as before 
R-1 .old=R-1 .new =2a 1 ,newlC l-1 )-q 1 ,new (3.3. 1.b-8) 
The boundary conditions imposed are thus S-00 and a-00 • wh1ch gtves 
a 1,new={R+1 +R-1 H1-1}/4 
Q1 ,new={R+ i-R-, }/2 (3.3.1.b-9) 
It should be pomted out that, as the stagnation values of temperature and · 
pressure are not expllcltely imposed at the Inlet, the "radtatlve" boundary 
cond1tlon can not always keep these two var1ables at the1r 1nltla1 values 
171. 
3.3.1.c. Out let Boundary. 
1n subsonic flow, only one boundary condition may be spec1f 1ed at the 
outlet. This is usually taken to be the stat1c pressure. 
In the present study, the stattc pressure Is held constant <~or steady 
state flows, s1nuso1da1 variation for unsteady flows> at the outlet, and 
this boundary condition 1s implemented much In the same way as at the 
inlet. 
First 1t Is noted that the Riemann Invariant commlng from the Interior oi . 
the flow domain Is calculated as above · 
(3.3.1.c-\) · 
Thereafter th ts value 1s considered to be correct also including . the 





(3.3. 1 .C-2) 
Furthermore, ._if the entropy calculated without considering the boundary 
condit1ons Is also considered to be correct (1.e. s2.new=s2,o1o>, It ts 
possible to determine, from the speclf1ed value P2,new· the speed of sound 
a2 new· The velocity Q2 new is then immediately determined as 
I . I 
(3.3.1.c-3) 
3.3.2 Second ttet/Jod 
The above method of extrapolating the flow variables to half a grid point 
outside the computational domain may eventually lead to some problems 
and/or eventually introduce some unwanted reflections at the boundaries. 
Another method for treat1ng the Inlet and outlef boundary cond1tions was 
for these reasons also developed. This second method considers only 
Information from the inside of the flow field and combines the boundary 
conditions as in the first method (i.e. Riemann invariant from the ieft or 
constant stagnation pressure and temperature at the inlet; glVen static 
pressure at the outlet> with the information carried aiong tne or.ner 
family of characteristics (1.e. left-running Riemann invariant at the inlet; 
right-running Riemann invariant at the out let>. 
However, also 1n this method some special treatment 1s necessary, fer the 
2nd order spat1al accuracy, in the potnt next to the boundary. In the 
present app11catlon thts ts performed by reducing t~e accuracy of F+ at 
point i=2 and F- at point i=ic-1 to first order spatial accuracy. This 
introduces some numerical inaccuracies at the boundaries, but if the flow 
gradients are not large <as at the tnlet and outlet) or if the mesh size is 
reduced close to the boundaries <as close to a leading edge of a bl~d~> ... the 
overall r~sult will still be good. 
- .... 2 .J • .J • • a . Out let Boundar;v. 
To the 0th order, the following procedure can be used, witn reference to 
Fig. 3.3-2. The characteristic leaving point "4~ at time t=to and wn~~h 
impinges in point "3" at time t=t0•t.t is replaced, as In the first met.hod 




P::Pe· Thereafter the entropy is invariant along the characteristic between 
points ·2" and "3". Furthermore, the r1ght-runn1ng R1emann invariant R+ is 
constant a 1ong the characterist 1c between points " 1" and "3". The 





a3 =l·P3{C1- I )/y) ·e(s3/T) 
U3 =R• 1-2a31(1-1} 
· The problem whtch then rema1ns to be solved ts to find the location of the 
points "1" and "2". To the Oth order the entropy can be obtained by a 
simple extrapolation from the last potnt inside the boundary, Le. 
The point "1" can, also to the 0th order, be found by constdering I tnear 
interpolation 
{u1 +ai) ·8t={X1c-X1} 
Hu1 •a1 ]-[u1-1 •ai-1 H=Hu1•at1-[u1-1 •a1-1 H·{x, -Xt-t }/{x1-x1-1} 
where the interval [1-1, il'ls found by considering when 
changes sign. From the above relationships, the vaiue of x1 can be 
determined as: 
x1 =-Uui-1 +ai-1 ]£\ t-x1c-l<u1+ a1>-<u1-1 •a1-1 >lx1- t £\ t}/ 




wherafter the values of· u and a can be found in point 1 with 11near 
interpolation as: 
Ut -={u1-U1-1 }-{xi -X1-1 }/{x1-X1-1 }+U1-1 
a1 ={a1-a1-1 }·{X1-X1-:- I }/{X1-Xi-I }+ai-1 
Obviously, here a more sophlsttcated Interpolation In order to consider the 
curvature of me characteristics, pernaps along me lines as presented 1n 
ref. /47/, would tmprove the time accuracy of ttle results. 
3.3.2.b Inlet Boundary. 
At the 1nlet boundary, the boundary conditions should instead replace the 
Riemann invariants along the 1 ines C" 1 "->"3") and ("2"->"3") Csee Fig. 3.3-
2), exactly as in the ftrst method in sectton 3.3.1.a. Thereafter, the point 
"4" and the values of tne flow variables in this point can oe founo 
according to the treatment 1n section 3.3.2.a above. Thus 
X1={Ca1-1-Ui- I)~ t-[(Uj-aj)-(Uj- J-ai-1 )]·X1-1 ·~ t/[x1-X1-1 ]+Xj: l }/ 
{ 1 +[Cu1-a1 )-Cu1-1-a1-1 )]·~ t/[x1-X1- i]} 
whereafter 
and 
2a1/("t- l )-U1 
2a1 /()'-1 )+U1 
=R-1 =R-3 
-R"' - 1 
u3=0.S·{R+ 1-R-4} 
a3=0.5·{R+ 1 +R-1}·{()'-1 )/2} 
As at the outlet, a more sophisticated interpolation would not be amiss . 
F1g. 3.3-1. Computat1ona1 domatn of tnterest . 
~ 
I 
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;.2 ;,.f zc a. 
F1 g. 3.3-2. lllustrat ton of_ charactertst1c lines at the outlet f or 
second treatment' of boundary condlt Ions. 
• 
• 
3.4. Solution Algonthm for Quasi One Dimensional Flow. 
The quasi one dimensional Euler. equations can be expressed in flux· vector 
splitting form as It 1 / 
where the H-vector takes into account the variation of the area A ana can 
be expressea as 
H=(f-P)Ax/A , w1th P= f 0 l 
IP J lo 
The numerica1 solution to .this eQuation is obtained with an explicit 
method, considering the area change as a source term with Ax eva~uatec 
as a centered difference. 
With the above mentioned "MUSCL" approach /i 1/, an explicit second order 
numerical scheme can be conce1ved as a two steo method for the left hand 
side of the above equation (see Appendix AS as we! I as ref . 1121» . Tnis 
mE'thoo is modif"lea from the original Steger-Warming expliclt two step 
method for flux splitting /13/ and can be expressed as /12/ : 
First step: 
Second step: 
where superscript "*" 1nd1cates values at an intermediate time level and 
the spatial differences [Li(f i+), 8(F1-)J are expressed as centered betwe-t-n 
points (i+ I 12) and <i-1 /2): 
with the values of the vector W extrapolated as follows 111-121: 
Here the scalar function <l> .1s the flux 11m1ter I 11 I used to switch from 
first order spatial accuracy (<l>=O) to second order C<l>=l ). 
• 
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3.5. Test problems and Comoutatjooal Results. 
3.5. 1. First Test Problem 
The ftrst test problem is the one of a step shock in a duct of constant 
cross section. Unless the exact solut1on 1s 1ntt1al1y spectfted, suer. a case 
could not be computed as stable. However, by 1n1ttal1y spectfy1ng the 
shock tn a certain oosltion It Is possible to determine t11e 1mportant 
information of how much the shock 1s smeared out through the numerical 
01ss1pat10n mnerent in the flux vector splttting method and wrietner the 
method can Keep the shock 1n the correct posttton, 1n cases with no 
influence of an area change. Such a computat1on is represented in Fig. 
3.5.1-1 for an upstream Mach number of t.2909, and for a case where the 
. shock 1s located exactly at a grid potnt <Steger-Warming sp11tt1ng, with 
61 gr1d points). It 1s seen that 3 grtd po1nts 11es 1n the shock regton and 
Uiat a sllgM undershoot is present downstream of the shoci<. 
<correspondtng to 0.7% of the upstream Mach number). 
1 t snoula oe po mt ea out that, m the presenteo calculation, trie flux l1m1ter 
funct10n (¢) was ·1, corresponding to a second order spatial accuracy, '" 
an grtd points. except for the ca1cu1at1on of the ~f+ shock+3/2· where first 
order was used c~-shock+ 1=0) 1n order not to extrapolate the ~f+ shock+3/2 
over the shock surface. The reason for th1s special treatment is that f+ 
and f- are discont1nous across a shock, although the1r sum <total flux=f) 
is cont 1ouous Csee def1n1t1on of f+ i+ 112>. 
Averag1ng the flux over the shock by, 1n po1nt (shock• i /2), deflntng 
F shock+ 112=ff shock•f shock+ 1 }12 obvlously el1m1nates trie numerical 
d1ss1pat1on of the flux sp11tt1ng method and reproduces the exact solution. 
3.5.2. Seco_nd Test Problem. 
The second test case is the quasi one dimensional test case used by 
Steger Ii 4/ and Anderson, Thom.as, van Leer/ 11 / 1n connection with ti1ei r 
impiic1t flux vector spl1tting methods, implemented wttn finite voiume 
approaches. The area of_ the duct is g1ven by, in the present f ormulat10n, 
A(x) = 1-0.2 ·{x•0.5}·{ 1.5- x}, with -0.Ssxs 1.5. 
--
Cor, in the notat1on of ref. / l II 
A(X) = 
The 1nlet and outlet boundary cond1tions are such that the shock is 
positioned at 75% of the nozzle length / 11 /, w1th the following 
character1stics of t~1e flow: 
=0.5533 
Mupstream of shock = l .2909 
Moutlet =0.570 l 
Sdownstream of shock=0.0077 
> 
The steady state results presented below were obtained after a large 
number of 1terat1ons, w1th a total CFL (one dimensional) in the order of 
CFLtota1=2000-30001.2. 
Fig. 3.5.2-1 presents the Mach number and entropy for the case of second 
order spat1al accuracy throughout the flow field <Steger-Warming 
spl ltt1ng, with 61 grid points). The shock ts covered oy two gria points 
<note that the shock 1s exactly at a grid po1nt for the exact solution>, and 
a s11gth undershoot <corresponding to · {f1n-,~·undershoot­
MexactllMupstream.of.shoc1c=-2%) Is noted downstream. 
The same results are presented in Fig. 3.5.2-2 for the case when flux 
limiting is usea for 6f+ in one pomt downstream of the shock. The shock 
1s again represented by two grid points, and the undersnoot downstream of 
It 1s somewhat smaller <corresponding to {Mmax·undershoot-
MexactllMup~treem.of.sttock=-1 %). Similarly, the over- and undershoots In 
entropy are reduced. 
1 This value should be compared to the 1nd1cat1o:1 gtven tn I 11 / that 
several hundred iterations, w1th a CFL for the there used implicit finite 
volume method between l O and 20, was needed to obtain the stationary 
solution. The total CFL time <=CFLtota1) for obtaining the steady state 
solution is thus comparable for both methods. 
2 All the one dimensional steady state test cases where run w:Jth a 
CFL=0.4 per Iteration step, t.e. a stab111ty fattor accordtng to eq. CA8-6= 




If the numerical dissipation over the shock {introduced by the solitting of 
the flux vector into the two parts f+ and f-) is eliminated by averaging 
the flux vector in point (shock+l/2) as fshock+1;2={Fshoc~·Fshoc~·i}, the 
shock ts steeper <covered by one grtd potnt only), as is seen 1r. F1g. 3.5.2-
3. However, as expected, the undershoot in both Mach number and entropy 
is much larger than in the previous two cases (corresponding to 
U1max·undershoot-MexactliMupstream.of.shock=-5%). · 
It is also interesting to note that the g11tch in the rarefaction through tne 
son1c po1nt as orig1na11y po1nted out by Steger I 14/ <see for example Fig. 
3.5.2-5, whtch ts copied from Ftg. 1 O tn ref. I 141) does not appear in the 
present method It 1, 14/. Thts is due to the "MUSCL" · extrapolation of the 
flux sp11tted values to halfway between gr1dpotnts I 11 /, instead of 
creating the flux differences 1n an upwind and downwind manner as 
or1g1na11y proposed by Steger/Warm1ng 113/. 
In general, results from the present expllcit method correspono well w1th 
implic1t results as presented in ref. 11. 
This can for example oe seen by compar1ng F1g. 3.5.2".'"6 (copied from Fig. 
5, ref. I 11 I) and Figs. 3.5.2-1 a,2a. The undershoots in the shock reg1cn 
seems to be somewhat smaller 1n the present study than in the results 
presented 1n ref. I 11 I, F1g. 5. 
Results presented so far have been obtained by, as in I 11 I, overspeclfy1ng 
the boundary cond1t1ons as the exact values at the outlet. By instead 
treating the outlet .Doundary as proposed in the section "Boundary 
Condit ions, Method 1" above Cwhfle stt 11 overspecifying tl"le inlet boundary 
condltions>, the results are stm11ar <compare F1gs. 3.5.2-2 and 3.5.2-4). 
The only nottcable difference is that the Mach number 1n the last point 
upstream of the shock has now decreased sl1ghtly from the exact solut1on 
<=0.5%). Outs1de of the shock reg1on, no d1fference is not1cable CFig. 
3.5.2-4). 
It Is thus concluded that the present method captures the shock in tr1e 
correct position 1n a quas1 one dimens1onal . steady state flow, and that 
the smearing of the shock is 1n general limited to · t~o grio elements 
(=3.3% of the nozzle length w1th 61 gr1d points). Furthermore, the under-
and overshoots 1n the flow var1ables are so small as to be of negl igib1e 
importance for the app 11 cation under . cons 1 de ration. 
3.5.3. Tit/rd Test Problem. 
Tne th1rd test problem 1s considered here because of 1ts later appl1cat10n 
in two dimensional flow. The quas1 one dimensional nozzle has an area 
change g1ven by: 
A(x)=O. 1 ·{5-x} with -0.5sxs 1.5 (3.5.3-1) 
and the fiow conditions, subsonic along the whole nozzle, are governed by 
an outlet Mach number of 0.8864 <see Fig. 3.5.3-1 ). 
Tne quasi one d1mens1onal calculation as presented aoove reproduces the 
exact solution if 61 grid points are used (Fig. 3.5.3-1 a>. A tnree nmes 
coarser grid (21 grtd potnts> gives a slight displacement of the lsomach 
lines <F1g. 3.5.3-1 b, 3.5.3-2). As . previous, tt Is concluded that the 
calculation wtth 61 grid points reproduces the exact solution within the 
required accuracy, whereas the numerical disstpatton 1ntroduced with the 
splitting tends to shift the solution from the exact values if only 2i grid 
points are used. In this latter case, a non negltgable entropy is generated 
<Fig. 3.5.3-3) and tne results from the otner flow variables are also 
Shlfted. 
3.5.4. Test of "Radiative" Boundary Condition At Inlet. 
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To find out how large the reflection of disturbances from the inner of the 
flow field can be expected to be at the inlet boundary a one dimensional 
test was run with the "radiative" boundary treatment according to section 
3.3.2.b. Tne init1al distribution corresponds to a step function (Fig. 3.5.4-
1 > and the calculation was run until steady state. The development of 
pressure in the n9ZZle ts shown In Fig. 3.5.4- t and lines of constant 
pressure In the Cx,t) plane ts represented In Fig. 3.5.4-2. It 1s seen that a 
certain reflection ·is present at the Inlet <notice the sllgth turn of the 
1 ines of constant pressure In time a~ the disturbance wave approaches tt·.e 
inlet>. but that the irregularities· are not. in this test case at least. 
transported more than a few points Into th~ fibw field . This is seen by 
comparing Fig. 3.5.4-2a with Fig. 3.5.4-20 where the same computat ion 1s 
performed with the inlet b~undary moved 1 O grid points further upstream. 
The isobars 1n both figures· show a simllar behavior. For most practi~al 







sirnllar nature should be performed also 1n two d1mens1ons, especially 
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Stepshock calculation. First quasi one dimensional sample case. ·Mach 
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i"1ach number distribution for the second quasi one dlmensionai sample 
case. Steger/Warming splitting, 61 grid ·points. Second order spatial 
accuracy tnroughout the flow field. Boundary conditions overspecif 1eo at 
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F1g. J.5.2-2a. 
Mach number d1str1but1on for the second Quasi one d1mens1onal sample 
case. Steger/Warming spl1tt1ng, 61 gr1d po1nts. Second order spatial 
accuracy, flux 11m1ter to .. f1rst order spatial accuracy 1n first point 
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Entropy d1strtbut1on for the second quasf one d1mehs1onal sample case. 
Steger/Warm1ng sp11tt1ng, 61 gr1d po1nts. Second order spat1al accuracy, 
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Fi9. 10. C0111putational comparison of A+ formulations. 
Fig. J.S.2-5 C=Fig. 10 in rer. /14/L 
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. PJease note the. d1fferent def1n1t1ons of nozzle length. 
=Ref. /11/: Osxsl; Xs=0.75 ·-
· Present study: -0.Ssxs 1.5 Xs= 1.00 
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Steger/Warm1ng sp11tt1ng, 61 gr1d po1nts. Second order spat1a1 accuracy, \ 
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Mach number d1str1bution for the th1rd Quas1 one dimensional sample case. 
Steger/Warming sp11tting, 21 grtd points. Second order spat1al accuracy, 
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' if Fig. 3.5.4-2a. . 
Isobars in the (x,t) plane for the fourth quasi_ one d1mens1onal tesf case. 
Initial pressure d1stribut1on according to Flg. 3.5.4-1. "Non-reflective" 
inlet boundary condition according to method 1 Csectfon 3.3.1 .b). 
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4. Two Dimensional Steady State Inviscid Flow. 
The rotat1ona1 1nv1sc1d, unsteady, two d1mens1onal flow Cw1thout mass 
forces, heat transfer and exchange of energy), cons1der1ng a perfect gas. 
can be described 1n d1fferent1al, conservative, form by the cont1nu1ty, 
momentum and energy equations <see for example 131): 
Cont1nu1ty: Pt•Cpu>x•<pv)y - 0 < 4.0-1 ) 
Momentum 1n x: 
in y: 
Cpu>t•Cpu2+p>x•Cpuv>y = 0 (4.0-2) 




as well as the equat1on of state: 
Perfect gas: p/p=RT (4.0-5) 
The energy equat1on can also be wr1tten 1n the form: 
Energy: = 0 (4.0-6) 
where ec and he are the total energy and entalphy per un1t mass 
respect1vely, w1th 
ec =p/{p[1-1 ]}+q2/2 
he =ec•P/ p ='¥Pl {p[ l-1 ]}+q2/2 
These _. equat1ons are 1dent1ca1 1n d1mens1onless form 1f the following 
reference values are used Csee Append1x A 1 for validation): -· 
~-. 
Pr, Xr, Tr 
Pr=Pr/CRT r> 
Xr=Yr=C(=chord) 





from here on, all values are thus expressed 1n d1mens1onless form unless 
stated oth_erwtse. 
W1th these reference values, the re1at1onsh1p between the flow var1ables 
p, Q, p, e0 and a <=speed of sound), M <=Mach number>, T <=temperature> is 
g1ven 1n Appendix A3. 
The equations (4.0-1 to 4.0-4) above can be expressed In vectorform as 
Wt•fx•Gy = 0 (4.0-7) 
with 
p pu pv 
W= pu F= pu2+p G= puv 
pv puv pv2+p 
pee pu{ec+p/p} pv{e0+p/p} J 
(4.0-8) 







4.1 . Goyem1ng Eauat1ons lo General1zed Coordlnates. 
The equat1on system <4.0-8> can be mapped from the physical plane of 






v1v1and /4/ has shown that eq. (4.0-8) can stay in strong conservat1ve 
form wtth a transformat1on of the above type. The eQ. C4.0-8l 1s then 
transformed 1nto <see Append1x A2>: 
w1th 
W' r•F' ~+G' tt=O 
w· = 
F' = 
. G' = 
D = 
o-1 w 
0-1 {~t W•~xf •~yG} 
o-t_{l'lt W•Jlxf •.JlyG} 
~x11y-~y1lx = t/{x~yn-XnY~} 
(4. t -2) 
(4.1-3) 
where D ts the Jacobian determinant of the transformation (4.1-1) and the 
metric terms are related to the derivatives of x, y and t by Csee for ex. 
/31, eq. (4)/): 
J~; : 
l~t = 












The Jacob1an determ1nant, 1n ~he center of an element, corresponds 
phystcally to the 1nverse of th~ cell area CF1g. 4.1-1 ). 
In component form, eQ. (4.1-3) can be wrftten as: 
rp i 
w·= 0-1 pu 

























In the f1rst part of the present study we treat onJy non-moving grids, 
wherefore the terms ~t and flt are zero. The express tons (4.1-5) are then 
reduced to <see for example ref. I 11 /, eQ. C35)): 
p 





F"= 0-1 I ~x{pu2+p}+~yPUV · I . (4. l-6b') 











f YnPU-XnPV l 





f "= ff' I f' 1 u+y'lp (4.1-6b"') 
If' 1v-x"p 
If' 1 {ec•p/p} J l 
as well as 
r 
l ITlxPU+T}yPV 
G'= 0-1 I 11x{pu2+p}•T}yPUV I C4.1-6c') I 11xPUV+T}y{pv2+p} I 
lllxPU{ec•P/p}+T}yPV{ec•P/p} J L 
r-y~pu+x~pv l 
G'= -y~{pu2+p}+x~puv C4.1-6c") 
-y~puv·x~{pv2+p} 
1-y~pu{ec•p/p}+x~pv{ec•P/p} I 
l J ..... 
• f 9°1 
G'= g·, u-y~p (4.1-6c"') 
9' 1v·x~p 
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Fig. 4. 1-1: Geometrtcal interpretation of the Jacobian determinant. 
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. Better st11 I, 1n the case of an orthogonal grtd, ts to solve the momentum 
equatton normal to the wal I and to obtatn the pressure therefrom (see for 
example ref. I 11 !). 
For the steady state sample cases tn sectton 4.6, only the stmple 0th order 














Fig. 4.2.1-1. Gr1d construction w1th mesh points located at the 
computattonal boundaries. 
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4.3. Flux Vector Sp11tt1og. 
4.3. I Cartesian Coordinates. 
4.3.1.a. Steger/Warming Splitting. 
As tn one dimens1ona1 flow, the fluxes tn the ·steger/Warm1ng approach 
are split according to the sJgn of the local etgenvalues of the flux vectors 
F and G. 
The equat1on (4.0-8) has four e1genvalues, ).1x, ).t, ).3x and ).1x, of the 
flux vector F 1n the x d1rect1on. S1m11ar1y, four etgenvalues of the the flux 
vector G ex1st 1n the y d1rect1on (). 1 Y, ).2Y, ~3Y and ~4Y). The e1genvalues 











C4.3 . I .a-1 b) 
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These eigenvalues can be, depend1ng on the magnitude of the velocities u 
and v Cu,vsO, O<u,vsa, u,v>a), separated fnto positive and negative parts as . 
fn one d1mens1onal f1ow: 
(4.3.1.a-2) 
where, 1n the or1g1na1 study by Steger/Warming /13/, the >.•n, }_- n are 
defined as: 
). + n={).n+ I ).n I }/2 





As in one dimensional flow, the flux vectors F and G can be split into two 





{3·y}{A.3Y±+A./±}a2 . wY± = --....;.;,.;,....:: __ _..._ __ 
2(y-1) 
As for one dimensional flow, 1t 1s seen that 
f•=f; F-=o if MX=u/a~ I 












. However, a~ for one d1mens1ona1 flow,_ the relat1ons (4.3.1-7) are not any 
more va11d tf the forward and backward e1genva1ues ).t are def1ned 
accord1ng to (3.1.1-4). 
4.3. 1.b . . van Leer Split ting. 
As in one d1menstona1 flow, van Leer proposes to sp11t the flux vectors 
1nto forward and backward parts 1n funct1on Of the local, one dimens1onal, 
Mach number 1nstead of_ 1n funct1on of the e1genva1ues, wh1ch g1ves: 
For supersonic flow Cf.e. IMXlotl and/or IMYl!l> the relat1ons C4.3.1.a-7) 
sttll hold: 
f•=f; F-=o ff MX=u/a~ 1 
f+=O; f-=f 1f MX=u/as-1 
G•=G; G-=O 1f MY=v/a? 1 
G•=O; G-=G 1f MY=v/as-1 
C4.3.1 .a-7a) 
C4.3.1.a-7b) 
and for subsonic flow, the vectors f+,G+ and F-,G- are expressed as 
/11,28/: 
where 
ft= f r1:1: l 
Ir 2± I 
If 3:1: JI 
lf 1± 
f 1 t=:tpa{[MX:t 1 ]/2}2 
f 2±=f 1 :t.(['¥-1 ]u±2a}/'¥ 
f 3±=f 1 :t.v . 




where 91±=:!:pa{[MY:!:1 ]/2}2 
92±=91 :t.u 
g3±=g1 :t.([l-1 ]V:!:2a}/'l 
91±=91 :t.[([<1-1 )v±2a]2}/{2[12-1 ]}+u2/2] 
4.3.2 Generalized Coordinates. 
C4.3.1.a-8b) 
The or1ginal flux vector spl1tting study by Steger/Warm1ng I 131 contained 
a splltt1ng In general1zed coordinates which was d1fferent from the one In 
cartesian coordinates, and consisted of a m1xture of ~ and T\ derivatives in 
both the F' and G' fluxes <see section 4.1 for def1nit1on of F' and G'). 
Anderson/Thomas/van Leer 111 I proposed 1nstead to locaJJy rotate the 
fluxes 1nto a "body-f1tted" coord1nate system, f1rst for the F" flux, while 
treat1ng the G"n as a source term, and thereafter the G" flux, wh1Je 
treating the F · ~ as a source term. Th Is procedure 1 s exp I a 1 ned 1 n de ta i I 
below <see ref. I 11 n. 
The equation (4.1-2) can oe multiplied, from the left, by a transformation 
matr1x r-t: 
(4.3.2-1) 






Splitting of Ct)~, yet undetermined, gives: 
(4.3.2-4) 
· whereafter multiplication. from the lert, with r'-1 (=the Inverse or T~) 
g1ves: 
T,_, <Wr-Ttrw· )+ rt-1 <'F++ 'F-)~=-Tt-1 (TtG" n>• rt-1 CTt)~f" 
(4.3.2-5) 
=> 
rt-1 crtw· r>•<rt-lf•+ rt-1f->~-cr,-1 >~<'F•·f->= 
=-Tt-1 CTtG· n>• T'-1 <Tt)~f· 
=> 
1 W'r•<Tt-lf•+ rt-1f->~-crt-1 >~<f•+f->= 
=-I G' n+ rt-1 (Tt)~f' 
w_here I =identity matr1x= 1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 
This 1mp11es furthermore that 
where 
I w· r•Cf"++f"-)~+ I G' n= 
= rt-t <Tt)~f' +(Tt-1 )~C'F_++ "F-> 
f'+ =<Tt)-l"f+ 
F'- =CT~)-q~-











rt-1 crt>~F· +(rt-1 )~(t•+ "F->=rt-1 crt)~f· +(rt-1 )~Cr~F· >= 
=(rt~_trt)~f"=l~F"=O (4.3.2-11) 
Equation C4.3-9) becomes thus: 
(4.3.2-12) 
whtch is tdentical wtth the ortgtnal equatton (4. l-2). 
It is interesting to note that the term G'q has not been affected by the 
above manipulation. Thus, It Is possible to perform a similar procedure 
also for this flux. This gives: 
with 
G0 •=<r11)- l'G• 
G"-=CrJt)-l(j-
(4.3.2- l 3) 
(4.3.2-14) 
Note that no assumptton has, up t111 now, been made concerning how the 
flux splitting should. be performed. 
If now the rotatton matrtces rt and r11 are choosen in a special way, the 
transformed fluxes t and "'G can be of th~ same form as the original 
equations, wherefore any of the splittings (4.3.1.a-6a) and C4.3.1.a-6b), as 
developed for the cartesian coordinates, can be applied directly. 
To obta1n such a form for t and "b, define the rotation matr1x rt, in the 
case of a non-moving grtd, as: 
rt= r I 0 0 0 l 
10 c~, C~2 0 I 
i~ -d2 C~1 0 J 0 0 
(4.3.2-15) 
with 
c~ 1 =~xi {~x2+ ~y2}0: 5=y1if {y11z+ x11Z)0.5 
.. 




Th1s rotatjon gtves then: 
where 
rp l I pu~ I 
W=T~w·=o-1 · pv~ • 
J pee L 
r l 
IP~ I. 
I pu~ u~·P I 






{y112+xn2J0.5 p~ ~ I 
I pu~f ec•Plp] I 
L J 
u~={~xu•~yv} / {~x2+~y2)0.S={y11u-xnv }/ {yn2+ x112}0.s 
~=(-~yu•~xvl/ (~x2+ ~y2}0.S=(x1\u+y11v)/{yn2+xll2)0.5 
(4.3.2- t 7a) 
(4.3.2-1 ?b) 
(4.3.2- I 7C) 
are tt'le rotated veloc1ty components. ~ 1s the velocity normal to a· J me of 
constant ~, representing the scaled contravar1ant velocity component 
/11/, and v~ 1s normal to u~ CF1g. 4.3.2-la),. . 
As the eqs. C4.3.2-17a, t 7b) are fn the same form as the eqs. (4. t - 6a,6b) 
for the carteslan coordinates, spltttings identtcal to the ones 1n tr1e 
cartesian system can be used for ·spl ittfng of the flux vector F' in . 
general lzed coordinates. 





( l T1l= - I 1 0 0 o· 
10 -C'l1 cn2 0 I 
l~ 
CTlz CT11 0 
J 0 0 
Wlth 
cn1 =T}yl !rtx2+rty2J0.5=x~/ {x~2+y~2J0.5 
c1'12=Jlx/ {J1x2+Jly2}0.5=-y~/ {x~2+y~2)0.5 
Th1s rotat1on g1ves then: 
where 






jpvTt 1 .. 
= 
I puTt vn I 
{y~2·x~2}0.s I pvll vn+p I 
I pvn[ec•P/p] I 
l J 
uTt={-J'lyU•J'lxV} I {~x2+~y2)0.5:{-x~u-y~v} I {xe+y~2}0.5 








are the rotated veloc1ty components. vn 1s the veloc1ty normal to a line of 
constant T}, representing the scaled contravar1anrveloc1ty component , and 
u'l Is normal to vn <Ftg. 4.3.2-1,b). 
As the eqs. (4.3.2-20a,20b) are 1n the same form as the eqs. (4.1-6a,6c) 
for the cartesian coordinates, splittlnQs Identical to the ones In tt1e 
w . 
cartesian system can be used for splitting of the flux vector G' in 
generallzed coorcHnates. 
After perform1ng the spl1tt1ngs of "F and c;, these fluxes have to oe 
rotated back into the F' and G' fluxes with the inverse of the 
transformation matr1ces rt and Tll <see eqs. (4.3.2-1O,14)). These can be 
expressed as: 
r 
rt-1= I 1 0 0 0 l (4.3.2-21) 
10 c~, -C~2 0 I 
l~ 
C~2 C~1 0 
0 0 J 
f 1 
TJt-l=T1l= I t 0 0 0 l ( 4 7 2 2""' \ . .,). - ,,
·Io . -c1l1 C1lz 0 I 
l~ 








-t' AJ" I 
' 
~ I ' I Q >_, - . 
u. 
a. Defln1t1on of ~. v~ 
b. Def1n1t1on of u'l, v~ 
Fig. 4.3.2-1 . Definition of contravariant velocities. 
• 
4.4. Boundary Cood1tloos 
4.4 1. Boundary Conditions at tne Blade Walls. 
4.4. t .a. Grid Points Situated on the Walls. 
In the 0-gr.id, tr1e treatment of the boundary conditions at the walls <no 
mass through tt1e wall) are straightforward as a mirror image. This Is tf)t-
case as the grid can be contlnously generated in one point Inside tr1e 
boundary (as the grid 1s then orthogonal to the boundary) and thus the 
fluxes can be spl 1t tn the same way as 1n the Interior. points. Then, tne 
cons1derat1on of a mirror lmage Immediately gives that: 








c; ... j-1/2,1 
(;+)+1/2,i 
=UTlJ+ 112 ,1 
=Pj+ 112,i 
=PJ+ 112.1 
=-vflJ+ 112, 1 
=-Yj+ 112, 1 
=-Tlj+ 1 /2,1 
=s1gn·"G-j+ 112.1 
=stgn·~-1-112.1 
at the upper wa 11: 
Utlj+ 1 /2 ,1 =Uflj-1 /2 ,i 
Pj+l/2,1 =Pj-1/2,i 
Pj ... 112,i =Pj-1/2,i 
vnj+ 112,i=-vllj-112.1 
wherefore 






1j+j 11"' . + ..... 1 






-1 for the mass. ·x-rnomenturn and ~nergy fluxes. 
+ 1 for the y-momentum flux. 
In the case · of the H-gr1d, · on the other hand, the same simple 
implementation of a mirror image at the boundary is clearly not correct. 
This can for example be seen in Fig. 4.4.1-1, where a discont1nuity ln the 
grid .is introduced at the boundary for the mirror image. It is seen by 
considering the elements created by the mid grid points throughout tr1~ 
computat1onai domain that, at the boundary. the flow which should be 
calcuiated in point (j, i) is instead calculated for a point, in the presem 
example, at (j,1•5). 
For the H-grid, the boundary conditions are instead implemented m 
different ways for the opt1on that the grid points are situated directly at 
the computational boundaries. The F" flux can be calculated as in the 
interior points. as no information from outside the computattor.al domain is 
necessary for this flux at the blade walls (obviously, at the inlet and 
outlet f" would need Information from outside the computationai domain, 
whereas 6' would not need any extra mformation). For determining the 6' 
flux, different possibilities exist. One (Method 1 > would be to extrapolate, 
. linearly or parabolicly, the 6+/- fluxes, from the splitted fluxes inside the 
computational domain, towards the first mid point outside the 
computational domain. This. would be consistent with the way the fluxes 
are determined 1n the rest of the computational dornain, and would 
Introduce a numerical dissipation at the walls s1m11ar to- the rest of ttie 
flow field. Another, sligthly different approach (1'1ethod 2» cons1sts 
1nstead of extrapolat1ng the splitted fluxes "G•/- from the m1d po1nts, we 
instead compute the total flux~s In the gr1dpolnts close to the walls and 
extrapolate 6', in the first. mid grid point outside the computational 
domain, parabolicly from these. This gives: 
For the upper wall: 
a; 
(4.4. 1-3a) 
For the lower wall: 
(4.4.1-3b) 
Furthermore, in this approachJ we are also missing the information of 
(;+j+l/2,i at the lower wall calculatton and the 'G-j-t/2,1 at the upper wail 
calculat1on. Th1s 1s seen from the way the 'G±j:t i 12,1 fluxes are calculated 
witr1 the second order spatial accuracy <see sect1on 3.2). Therefore, for 
calculat1on of the 6·ri at the walls and the point next to the wall, the total 
flux in po.int (j•l/2,i), for the lower wall. and point (j-1/2,t» for the upper 
wall, 1s computed as: 
Lower wall: 6' j+ i 12,1=<6\;+6· j+ 1,i)/2 
Upper wall: 6' 1-112,1=(6' j,1+6' j-1,i)/2 
respect tve ly 1 . 
(4.4.1-4) 
Obviously, the so computed flow variables at the walls do not satisfy tne 
boundary condition of no mass flow through the wall. Therefore, the 
Riemann invariant normal to the wall CR+ at the upper wall, R- at tr1e 
lower wall, see for example Append1x A4) 1s calculated from tr1e computed 
flow variables. The tntroduction of the boundary condition <zero normai 
veioctty at me wall) 1s thereafter used together with tne Riemann 
invariant to determine the relationsh1p between normal velocity and 
pressure at the wall. 
90 
These methods of extrapolation for the boundary is known from the 
author's prev1ous work (with a Maccormack predictor-corrector metr10C 
without explicit numerical dissipation) 171 to gtve good results as regards 
to the pressure and density. However, some error _can be introduced (wit_t-1 
the magnttude depending· on _ the angle between the ~=const ana 11=consl: 
lines) tn the stagnatt.on pressure. Therefore, the veloc1ty tangential to me 
Such an averaging must be carefully checked as 1t eventually Rlay 





blade surface can be updated, in steady state flow. by considering that tt1e 
wall corresponds to a streamline, wherefore tne entnalpny 1s i<:nown aiong 
1t. Thls ~1ves the following relationship, as v=O (veloc1ty component 
normal to the wall): 
· Q2=2{hc-oo -a2/[ 1- l ]} 
with u= velocity component tangential to the wall. 
(4 A 1 _c:'\ ,..,, I ..JJ 
However, prev1ous work of extrapolation at the boundaries nas not mciiJdea 
spl1tt1ng of the fluxes, and thus not any special treatment for tne pomt.s 
(j+ 1 /2, D for the lower wal 1 calculat1on and the point (j-112, O for tne 
upper wall calculation. Simple averag1ng of the total fluxes as in eq. 
(4.4.1-4) may eventually lead to instabtltty. 
The experience w1th the present flux vector sp11tting method has shown 
that the Method 2 of lmplementtng the boundary cond1t1ons gave good 
results for the first two dlmenstonal test problem (section 4.6.1 >. both for 
the o-gr1d ana the H-grld <at least as long as the boundary conait1ons at 
the mlet ana outlet are overspecified)~ but that most of the cases for th~ 
second test problem (section 4.6.2) did not converge. 
4.4. t.b. Grid Po1nts S1tuated 1 /2 Polnt from the Walls. 
To eliminate these convergence problems, it was instead tried. witr1 better 
results, to implement the flux vector splitting methodology in a finite 
volume a1rect1on, althougn the actual solution algorithm is st1 Ii a finite 
Oiff erence approach. 
The gr1d was then 1nstead constructed such that the eel 1 lnterf ace l ies on 
the boundary of the computational domain <sectton 4.2.2). 
The boundary conditions are then Incorporated as already explained· ln 
section 4.2.2. 
4. 4.2 Boundar,v Condit ions at t/Je Inlet . 
Th1s 1s performed in exactly the same way as in one dimensions <section 
3.3.2.b) wtth the additional constra1nt of the inlet flow direction . 




As In one dimensional flow <section 3.3.2.a) with the additional condition 
that v is accepted from the calculat10n, or (as a secona, non-phys1cai, 






Fig. 4.4. 1-. I. 1 I lustrat1on of Inaccuracy of rn irror image 
treatment of the boundary for an H-gr1d. 
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4.5. Numerical Algorithm In Two Dimensions. 
The solution algor1thm is the same as in one-dimensional flow, with the 
second d1mens1on added. ~ 
First step: 
W*· . = J '1 
Second step: 
W· .k+t 
J '1 = O.S·{W*· ·+Wj .k J '1 '1 -A t[8(F*j ,i•)k+ 8(f * j.i-)k]/ Ax 
-A t[A(G* j,i+)k ... .1(6* j,1-)k]/ Ay} 






4.6. 1 . First Test l""'roblen7. 
The f1rst -two dimensional test problem is identical to the third one 
dimenstonal problem, 1.e. a duct w1th radial subsonic flow <Fig. 4.6. 1-1) 
w1th an outlet Mach number of, at the centerline, M=0.8864. For the 
purpose of a detatled investigat1on of the influence of the number of gr!d 
elements on the numerical solution, the open1ng of the duct was chooser. tc 
be rairly large Cwedge angle=9QO). Furthermore, two sets or gr1ds were 
mvestigatea. The first is a 0-grid <Fig. 4.6.1-1 a) and the second an H-gr1a 
(Fig. 4.6. 1-1 b). As the flow in the case under stuay is radial, . 1t is 
obviously expected that the f1rst gr1d w111 give the most accurate result 
for a predef 1ned number of gr1d points. 
The results from the two dimensional O-gr1d is 111ustrated 1n F1g. 4.6.1-2. 
Here, the llnes of constant Mach number are compared to the exact results . 
(For the first test problem all computations shown are performed with 
overspeclfled boundary cond1tlons at the inlet and outlet.) The compar1son 
1s oone in the physical plane for a general v1ew (Fig. 4.6. J-2a> ana in tne 
computat1onal plane for more deta11s CF1g. 4.6. t-2b). The symmetry of tn{> 
solution 1s exact. However, as already concluded for the quas! one 
dimensional computat1ons, 21 grid points 1n the streamwise direction 1s 
not enough to accurately reproduce the exact solution (due to the numer1cal 
dissipation inherent in the flux vector spl ltting>. With 21 streamwise 
points <and 9 circumferential) the ·numerical solution is shirted 
approximately 1 element at lsomachl ine M=O.S Ca sim11ar shift is present 
also in the density and pressure). Furthermore, as expected, 3 grid po1m:s 
<=2 elements> in the circumferential directi9n gives a very inacc1Jrate 
so lut1on CFig. 4.6.1-2b), whereas 9 and 13 c1rcumf erenttal po1nts give 
simtlar results. 
For the H-grid, results are presented in Fig. 4.6.1-3 for the case \Vith tr.e 
boundary conditions at the walls implemented according to Metr.od 2 ;;--, 
sectlo·n 4.4.1.a <extrapolation of total fluxes to a m\dpo1nt outside t~· 
computational domat~). For the computational grid consisting of 61f 
elements there is virtually no difference between the exa~t and corn! 
solutions, if the tangenttal veloctty component at the wall is correr 
part of the boundary condition implementation accord1ng to eq. ~ 
This ts shown for the dens1ty CF1g. 4.6. 1-3a); pressure CFY1g. 4. 
·Mach number <Flg. 4.6.1-3c>. If the correction of a fs not 




upper left corner of the nozzle for the dens1ty and pressure CF1g. 4.6.1 ~ 
3a,b). The tsomach11nes show however in this case a larger dev1ation from 
the exact values <Fig. 4.6.1-3c>. This is due to the fact that the stagnation 
pressure 1s-overesttmated at the wall. Thts ts a local effect, and the 
turning of the lsomach11nes 1s 11mtted to the gr1dpotnts at the wall. This 
1s seen from Fig. 4.6. 1-3c, where the values agree 1n all po1nts tnsfde the 
flow f1eld. 





)' . ~ . b . 











Fig. 4.6.1-2a. lso Mach 11nes .1n the phys1cal plane. First two-
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Fig. 4.6. 1-2b. lso Mach ltnes 1n the computational plane. First 
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4.6.2. Second Test Problem .. 
The secon<! two dimen~1onal test problem ts the one, by now standard (132-
35/,/7/), ~onsist1ng of a stratght channel, wt th a 10% double ctrcular arc 
bump on one of the walls CF1g. 4.6.2-1 ). Computed tnvtsctd results with 
this geometry have been presented by several authors, for different Inlet 
flow cond1tlons, since its Introduction by G. Morett1 1n 1981 /32/. No 
expertmental data can be compared to results rrom the 1nv1scld methods as 
the v1scous flow separates at about 70% of the bump length for an Inlet 
Mach number of M-00~0.s /36/. 
Calculations with the present method where performed with an H-grld at 
Inlet Mach numbers of M-00=0.5 Ccomplet~ly subsonic flow) and M_00=0.675 
<transonic flow). 
The first case <M-00=0.5) was computed using only 6x20 elements (7x21 
grid points> and with 
grid lines a/the walls <section 4.2.1) _ 
boundary treatme.nt of 11-fluxes according to method 2 ·In sectton 
4.4.1.a. 
This method gave results (for overspeclf1ed boundary conditions at inlet 
and outlet) 1n good agreement w1th the ones presented In 17,331, but 
Instabilities was found for other th1cknesses of the bump, when the 
overspectrtcatlon of the boundary conditions at the Inlet and outlet was 
taken away. 
The second case <M-00=0.675) was then Instead computed with the grid 
generated so that the wall Is located 1/2 cell away rrom, the grid 
points <section 4.2.2), with corresponding boundary conditions at the 
walls (section 4.4.1.b). 
The pressure on the wall with the bump Is presented tn Fig. 4.6.2-2a. For 
this com~utatlon the pressure at the walls was calculated according to the 
zerot~ order extrapolation in section 4.4. 1.b, t.e. Pjt 112.1=Pj,t with J:t I 12 
located on the upper and lower walls, respectively. The ftrst calculat ton 
CRun 201) was performed with overspeclfled boundary conditions at Ir.let 
and outlet, and the second (Run 202) wtth rad1attve boundary condition at 
Inlet and constant pressure at outlet (Implemented w1th "Method 1" in 
section 3.3.1 >. Both computations are performed without special treatment 
at the first point downstream of the shock, I.e. second order . spatial 
accuracy (flux 11miter cl>=l, see · section 3.2) ·everywhere, and with tne 
--
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entropy in the two points closest to the wall put equal to the entropy in 
the third point_ away from the wall in order to reduce numencal entropy 
errors at the wall <see for example / 11 ,37 n. There ts virtually no 
d1fference between the solutions, apart from close to the inlet and outlet 
boundar1es. 
The highest Mach number ts approximately Mmax~ 1.38 and is reached at 70% 
of the bump length. This ts In close agreement with results from /33/ 
<Mmax~ 1 .38, 72%) and /34/ <Mmax~ 1.32, 72%), whereas there Is some 
dlff erence towards the results presented tn /35/ <Mmax~ 1.5, 70%). 
In Ftg. 4.6.2-2b the llnes of constant lsentroplc Mach numbers are 
presented tn the computattonal domatn for the same calculations. The 
results are again in agreement w1th ref. /33,34/. 
It should however be noted that the results Introduce an Increase or 
stagnation entalphy at the wall with the bump In the case of the radtattve 
boundary condition at the 1nlet <compare /24/ where this also occur). This 
increase corresponds to 6hc~2%, with an increase also at the inlet. If he is 
1nstead spec1fted at the Inlet (for example as tn the- "capacity" boundary 
cond1tion> the ·1evel of error 1n enthaalpy stays approxtmattvely the same, 
but there is no increase of he at the inlet. 
If the stagnatton enthalpy at Inlet and outlet are not the same due to 
numerical errors, the Mach number as calculated will also have numerical 
errors (compare for example the previous discussion on this matter in _ 
section 3.3.1.b), even 1f the -pressure ts correct. More points, and clustered, 
close to the wall would improve this inaccuracy, as would a better 
extrapolation of the pressure at the wall <section 4.2.2). 
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· Fig. 4.6.2-2.b. Second two d1mens1onal test problem: Unes of . 




Part 11: Testing of the Methodo·logy for 







5. One 01mensional Unsteady Test Problems and Computational 
Results. 
Before gotng 1nto the applfcat1on of the unsteady flow in a movtng cascade 
the algorithm should first be tested on unsteady flows tn a fixed reference 
system. For these tests, two cases were chosen. The ftrst <sectfon 5.1 > ts 
the shock tube problem tn order to determtne tf the shock speed as 
captured . by the method corresponds to the exact solution, and how 
accurately the moving shock and expansion fans can be determined. The 
second (section 5.2), concerns the unsteady shock movement in a quasi one 
d1mens1onal nozzle with oscillattng back pressure. 
It should be potnted out that all results presented tn th1s sect1on are based 
on the original flux vector splltttng by Steger/Warming, with the spatial 
differencing performed accord1ng to the "MUSCL" approach <see sections 3 
and 4 for de tat ls) 
. . 
--
5.1. Shock Tube. 
The shoc!< tube chosen corresponds to the one employed 1n / 13/ . The ratio 
of the htgh pressure Cleft regton 1n ·Ftg. S. t- t > and low pressure <rtght 
regton> ts 1 o. The diaphragm ts sttuated at x=0.95 and bursted at ttme 
112 
t=O. The solutton of denstty at a ttme t= I ts gtven tn Ftg. 5.1-1 . The • .. 
follow1ng tnformatton can be drawn: 
The posttlons of the shock, contact dtsconttnulty and expansion fan 
are accurately captured, whtch means that the speeds of these waves are 
correctly calculated. 
The expanston fan starts with an overshoot of approxtmately 4% and 
1s smothed out over approx1mately 1 S points tnstead of t 2 points for the 
exact solutton. 
The contact dtsconttnutty ts completely smeared out and extends 
over 6 potnts. 
The shock Is accurately captured wtth a sltgth undershoot before 
and after, and tt extends over two elements only Cone point In the shock 
regton). 
' The density 1n all four regions, separated by the d1fferent surfaces, 
ts accurately predicted. 
It can thus be concluded that the present methodology can predict the 
correct shock speed and density ratto tn a shock tube problem. 
• • 
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Shock Tube 
.. \ .<'IJ . 
- - Density before diaphragm 1s burst. 
Ftg. 5. 1- 1. Shock tube solut1on w1th second order spat1al accuracy. 
Initial pressure rat1o of 10, diaphragm s1 tuated at x=0.95. 
~ . - Exact solution at time t= 1.0000. 
... • Numerical .solut1on at time t=0.9954. 
-
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5.2. Shock Osclllatlon Induced By Time Varying Back Pressure. 
5.2. l. Vallaati,Qn of toe Metnod. 
Adamson et al have developed analyt1cal small perturbation theorie~ to 
the problem of osctllated back pressure 1n transonic one and two 
dimensional nozzles /39-45/. Their results indicate that the · unsteady 
shock osclllat1on amplitude; as well as the -t1me-averaged shock position. 
depends not only on the steady-state <or average back pressure> but also 
on the ampl1tude of the osctllation and, largely, on the osc1ilatlon 
frequency <and, of course, the nozzle geometry). As these solutions are of 
an analyttcal nature, compar1sons w1th the present, fully numertcal, 
methodology 1s of tnterest. · 
The Adamson et al nozzles are prescrtbed by the fo11owtng functl~n of the 
area /44/ : 
A<x>= 1 +e2.((x) 
where f(x) is a function describing the wall shape and € ts a constant 
defintng the small perturbation. In ref. 1441 ~he function r<x> Is deflned 
as, with the entrance of the subsonic part of the nozzle situated at x=-
0.5, the throat at x=+0.5 and the exit at x= 1.5: 
3 -0.5 ~x 1 I,-s- I 0 
{27[3Cx-0.5)•2]1-48(3Cx-0.5)+2]3}/ 13+3 -1/6 sX sl/6 . 
f(x)= 18[3Cx-0.5)]2/ 13 1 /6 sx · sS/6 
{27{3(x-0.5)-2]1+48[3<x-0.5)-2]3}/ 13+3 5/6 sx s7/6 
l3 
716 sX s 1.5 








The f1rst resul!.s presented compare the numerically computed shock 
position with the analyt1cal locat1on from ref. /44/, with tne follow1ng 
ca1mens1onless> _parameters: 
E =0.1 
Pe =0.62647 4 
Pe,amp=O.O i 4032 
tcycle = 18.2 => 
(Le. Pe,amp1P8=2.2%) 
k =(w lrl1[2Qrl 
=[ 21T ]/[2tcyc 18]· l rl[ tr Or] 
=[211 ]/[2tcyc lel 
=0.173 
(If the followmg reference values are employed: 
Tr =300K . 
lr =reference length 
Qr =reference velocity 
tr =lrlOr 
we f1nd the physical values to be: 
=0.1 m 
=..nfr :::293 ml s 
:::J.41·1 o-4 s 
tcycle ,physical 
f 
=tcyc1e·tr :::0.006207 s 
= 1 /tcycle ::: 161 Hz 
Based on a reference length of lr= 1 m, the frequency would Instead be 
f= 16.1 Hz.) 
In Fig. 5.2-1 a the numerical .< 121 grid points) and exact steady state 
pressur:~; . d1str1but1ons are given. As ·for the prevtous steady state 
solutions (section 3.5) the shock 1s captured sharply and accurately. If" tne 
position of the sonic line within the structure of the numerical shock is 
def1ned as the shock locat1on <as pointed out tn /43/ to be a reasonable 
assumptton>, 1t ls concluded that the exact and numertcal shock positions · 
agree well. 
As the backpressure tr.en starts to oscillate Cat a dimensionless time of 
t~41. l, Ffg. 5.2-1 b), . the shock w 111 not react untl I the disturbances "!ave 
has traveiled the distance rrom the outlet <x= i .5) to tt1e shock <x= LOO). 
The snock tnen starts to react, in the beginning slowly, to the change rn 
l, s 
-· 
pressure at an approximate tfme of t~ 44 <Ftg, 5.2-lc). As the pressure 
increases in the beg1nning of the cycle CF1g.5.2- t b) the snock moves, as 
expectea, UP,~tream. tt is seen that the shock posit10n as deter.mmeo o~' 
116 
the numerical method agrees well with the analytical small perturbation ~ 
from Adamson et al /44/, although the numerical solution displaces the 
. average shock 1 ocat ton s l tgth ly downstream C~x5~o.o 12, corresponding to 
~o.7 mesh elements with the 121 grtd potnts used). 
Both methods 1 i lustrate the Important factor that the average shock 
position of an unsteady shoc1< does not have to be the steady sr.ate 
position. In the example presented in Fig. 5.2-t c the steady state and tne 












The corresponding Mach number dlstrlbut1ons for different t1me levels 
during the f1rst cycle are given 1n Fig. 5.2- t d. This figure t llustrates trie 
shock displacement in the channel. It is also seen that the flow upstream 
. of the shock is not, as expected, Influenced by the back pressure 
oscillations. Aiso In this figure It is clearly seen that the average shock 
location is not taentical to the steaay state position. 
The reason for th1s 1s probably the variation m the flow velocity relative 
to the shock, as we 11 as the phase lag between the post sh~ck pressure 
change and the shock postt1on, combined w1th the pressure. fluctuation 
downstream of the shock. As the shock moves upstream in the sample 
case shown, the flow veloc1ty relative to the shock Increases Cas for this 
sample case the shock velocity becomes larger than the change in ttit-
veloclty upstream of the shock due to the area change Csee ref. 1441 ~s 
well as the later discussion on snock velocity)). This tncr~ases the 
pressure jump over the shock, at the same time as the disturoa_nce wave 
train from the exit Introduces a compress1on In the post shock flow field, 
Please not that 1t Is not entirely clear from ref. /44/ if Jhe . 
analytical so_lution was performed over several cycles or if J it was 




slightly <as the change in nozzle area is small) counteracted by an 
expans1on due to the mcrease in the nozzle section up to x=7/6 <Fig. 5.2-
ld,e). _ 
After the shock has reached tts m_1ntmum position <xs,mlnz0.930), 1t starts 
to move downstream again. At a certa1n time It passes again over its 
unsteady average 1ocatton <xs,unsteady average~0.972, see Fig. 5.2-1 c). In 
this posttion the shock has reached Its maximum speed going downstream, 
wherefore the flow velocity relative _ to the shock has its minimum value. 
Simultaneously, the gisturoance wave train from the nozzle exit 
introduces an expansion downstream of the shock. The pressure jump at 
the shock is thus smaller than the jump when the shock moved upstream 
<Fig. 5.2-1 e). 
With these two phenomena acting together On different ways, depending 
on the nozzle geometry. pressure amplitude and frequency) It ls not to be 
expected that the average of the unsteady shock position should colnc1de 
wit~ me steady· state shock location. 
If the numerical calculation is continued over several periods it is seen 
that a periodic shock movement Is found after approxtmattve1y two cycles 
<Fig. 5;2- If). . 
For a lower frequency of the Imposed exit pressure oscillation, but with 
'the same amplitude as previous Cf=32Hz, k=0.035 based on, as before, 
lr=0.1 m), the shock movement Increases drastically <compare Figs. 5.2-1 f 
ana 5.2-2a). This can be explained oy the fact that, for high reaucea 
frequencies, the shock has not got time to fully react to the disturbances 
(for example a compression wave), before there is another disturbance 
(for example an expans1on wave) counteracting the effect of the first one. 
As in the previous sample case, it Is determtned that the unsteady flow ts 
practically periodic after two cycles. Furthermore, the unsteady average 
value or the shock position has again changed, and the following values 




Average shocK posttton Axs= 
Cnumer1ca 1, Xs ,unsteady-Xs ,steady 
based on f trst cycle) 
0.998 
1.013 . 0.015 
0 .972 -0.026 
-· 
The increase m shock movement can also be seen by studyi.ng .the r--1ach 
number d1stribution along the nozzle at the steady state, maximum and 
m1nimum positions for the ftrst cyc le for the ·two sample cases <Figs. 
5.2-1 d, 5.2-2b). In the low reduced frequency case the max1mum shock 
pos1tton extends well 1nto the part of the nozzle where the area is 
constant ex~ 7 /6). The m1nimum and max1mum Mach numbers are 
approximatively 1.11 and 1.20 resp., compared to the steady state value 
or 1.18, and the shock moves over approxtmattvely 36% of the nozzle 
distance downstream of the throat, compared to 8% for the higher redlJCed 
frequency . 
In both cases the tmposed pressure osctllatton ts 2.2%. 
Also for the lower reduced frequency the unsteady shock posttton, as 
calculated wtth the flux vector splltttng method, agrees well wtth 
ana1yttcal results from Adamson and Liou /44/ (see Fig. 5.2-2c). 
As a f1nal va11dation, and before apolytng the flux vector splitting method 
to a few different one d1mens1ona1 sample cases, the shock ve Joel ty is 
compared wtth the analytical results m 1441. It should here be noted that 
the numerically determined shock velocity is the time derivative, 
calculated as a centered difference, of the shock location, i.e. 
Us = 
Furthermore, x5 Is an interpolated value, gtven by the position of the sonic 
line w1thtn the numertcal shock. It is thus not expected that the 
numerical shock ve1oc1ty should be un1form, but rather that Its 
fundamental frequency should co1nclde w1th the analyttcal shock veloct ty 
from 1441. 
This comparison is made in Figs. S.2-3a,b for k=0.173 and k=0.035, 
respect1ve1y. In both figures the curve ·from Adamson and Liou /44/ agrees · 
well with the average of the numerical r.esults. However, the bandwidth of 
the numerical solution is considerable, wh"ich can be explained, in a 
phys1cal manner constdertng the numerical scheme, by looking at Fig. 5.3-
2a. 




it still cons1s1ts of a few intermediate grid points. The disturban~es • 





gr1d po1nts Immediately downstream or the shock position Xs <which Is, 
we repeat, determined as the position of the sonic line within the 
numerical shOck structure>, find a h1gher flow veloctty (see steady state 
solut1on, Fig. 5.2-1 a). The speed of propagat1on of the d1sturbance s1gnals 
<=u-a) will thus slow down." As the last point upstream of the shock 
starts to be tnfluenced, the shock velocity rap1dly increases Cat t~44.1 ), 
unt11 t~4S.7. At tz46.4 the Mach number In grid point 1=90 passes from 
supersontc to subsonic. The pressure tn gr1d ·potnt 1=89 starts then to 
build up (with an initial low shock veloctty) until, at t~47.9, the Macri 
number in this grid point becomes subsonic. At this t1me, the flow in grid 
po1nt 1=88 starts to be 1nfluenced, etc. A close look on the shock position 
curve In Fig. 5.2-1 c reveals also this jump every time the Mach nurryber 
passes the son1c value 1n a grid po1nt. 
The shock velocity traces at the lower reduced frequency (k=0.035, Fig. 
5.2-3b) does not show an tdentlcal behavtour. However, thts Is just due to 
the fact that only each I OOth time step was . used to compute the shock 
velocity ~and also trie shock position in Fig. 5.2-2a>. 
Another important aspect of the oscillating shock is when it reacts as 
regards to the 1mposed pressure fluctuation. tt has been shown 
analyt1cally (for small perturbat1on pressure> by . Adamson and Liou /44/ 
that the two sample cases presented prev1ous1y corresponds to two 
d1fferent classes of solutions: 
The first corresponds to a case when the d1sturbance wave from the 
exit reaches the shock in a time comparable to the time the imposed 
pressure performs ~cycle . 
The second corresponds to the case when the period of the imposed 
pressure 1s much longer than the t1me tt takes for the disturbance wave 
to reach the shock 2. 
Each of these two classes has a different analyt1cal solution <see for ex. 
ref. 1441, p.25), with the Implication that, for ttie first solution (i.e . 
tcyc18/tsh~< 1 )), the shock velocity is essentially in phase Capar~ from 
the t1me lag tsh> with the imposed pressure fluctuation, whereas for the 
' 
"" '- In the first sample case the time for the disturbance wave to reach 
the snocl< 1s approx1mat1vely tshz43 . 4-4t.1~2.3 <see Fig. 5.2-t.c> ana. tne 
pertond tcyclez 18.2, i.e. tcyc1eltshz8. In the second sample case, tst1 is 
stil 1 the same, whereas tcycie~91. Thus, tcycle/t5n~40 . 
-· 
second solution (1.e. tcyc1eltsh» 1) the phase lag depends upon other terms, 
sucn as the nozzle geometry ana average ex1t pressure. 
Thls impl1es that, for the case presented tn Fig. 5.2-1, the shock 
pos1t1on3 should be displaced as regards to the pressure fluctuation at 
the outlet approximatively At=tcyc1e/4+tsh=7. As the maximum pressuie 
<Pe.max> appears at tpe,max=45.7 <Flg. 5.2-1 b), the mlntmum shock position 
snould be reached at tm1n.shock=tpe,max•At=52.7. This is the case 
(obviously for the analytical solutton, but also for the numerical), as can 
be seen from Ftg. 5.2-1 c. 
However, as explained tn /44/, for the second sample case fftg. 5.2-2) 
another phase lag should, and does Indeed, exist. The analytical solution 
by Adamson and Liou Crer. 1441, p.29) shows that the shock veloctty ror 
iow reduced frequencies Ctcycteltsh» 1) does not respond instantenuous to 
a pressure disturbance, · although the stgnals from the imposed pressure 
fluctuation at the extt reaches the shock "tnstantenuously" (as tsh now is 
very small compared to our time scale of interest, i.e. the period of 
osct llatlon). This Is due to some terms In the small perturbation analysis, 
which are dependent on the nozzle rorm, pressure amplitude and 
frequency, etc. /44/. It is important to note that the numerical solution 
accurately predicts th1s phase lag, together wtth the amplitude of tt'le 
shock osc111atton (Ftg. 5.2-2.c>. 




0-1 = {><~Y1c><Jty~} 
= Hx .. -xaUYs-Y2J-[xs-x2J[y1-Ys]}/{[~1-~slh1s-Jt2]} 
= - 0.2S·{[X5+X3-X7-X1 ][y5•YrY3-Y1 J-[X5+X7-XrX1 ][y5+y3-y7-yi.J} 




-x3y7-X3Y1 +x1 Ys+x1y3-x1 Y1-x1 Yt }1{{~ • .-~an11s-112H 
= O.S·{X5[y7-y3]+X3[y5-y1 ]•X7(y1-Ys]+X1 [YrY1HIH~1-~aU11s-112H 
= O.S·{[x5-X1][y7-y3]+(X3-X7][y5-y1 ]}/{[~1-~aUJts-T\2H 
= O.S·{[X5-X1 ](y7-y3)+(X3-X7](y5-y1)} if A~=AJl= 1 
Area = [y7-y t J(xrx 1 ]/2•[y5-y7 Uxs-X1 ]/2+(Y.1-Y t ][x5~><11 
-{x3-X1 ]{y3-Y1]/2-{x5-X3][y5-y3]/2-[x5-X3][y3-y11 
= O.S·{y7X7-y7X1-Y1X7+y1><1+Y5X5-y5X7-y7X5+y7X7 
+2Y1xs-2Y1x1-2Y1 x5+2Y1 x7-><3y3+><3Y1 +x1 YrX1 Yt 
-2x5y3+2XsY1+2x3y3-2X3Y1-X5y5+X5y3+X3y5-X3y3} 
= O.S·{y7X5-y7><1 +y1 X7-Y1 X3+y5X.3-y5X7+y3X1-Y3X5} 
= O.S·(y7[x5-x1 ]-y3[x5-x1]+y5[xrx7]-y1 [xrx7]} 
= O.S·{(X3-X7](y5-y1 )+(X5-X1 ](y7-y3]} 
F1g. 4.1-1: Geometr1cal tnterpretation of the Jacobian determinant. 
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4.2 Gr1d Construct1on. 
A grtd for numertcal calculattons can ·be constructed tn several different 
ways, for -example tn a ftntte difference or fln1te volume manner. The 
authors prev1ous work has cons1sted of methods when the gr1d points are 
designed to co1nc1de w1th. the boundar1es of the computat1onal domain. In 
the present study, some problems appeared 1n the implementation of such a 
gr1d tn connection with the Imposed boundary conditions 1n the flux vector 
sp11ttlng formulation. To th1s end the numerical grid potnts where Instead 
constructed as in a f1nlte volume approach, Le. the grtd points are 1n tt'\e 
cell center and the _cell Interface co1nc1de with the computat1onal 
boundar1es. As both approaches where used, both will briefly be explained. 
4.2.1 Gr1d Lines S1tuated at the wans. 
The grid choosen first was one where the gr1d lines coincide with the 
boundar1es or the computat1onal domain, In agreement with the author's 
previous work /24/ (see Ftg. 4.2.1-1 ). In this previous work, the unknown 
quant1ttes <outside the computational domain) have been parabolic ly 
extrapolated Caccord1ng to sect1on 3.3.1.a>. This gave good results tn 1241, 
where numerical method by Maccormack /48/ was employed together with 
the postcorrectton technique after Moretti /6/. However, w1th this grid 
construction, the present Implementation of the flux vector splitting 
method showed large convergence problems for H-grlds. 
The reason therefore ts belelved to be found at the boundaries. 
In a grid as in Fig. 4.2.1-1 the implementation of the boundary conditions 
is not straightforward tn the "MUSCLH-approach or the flux vector splitt.ing. 
This ts lmmed1ately seen from F1g. 4.2.1-1, where It 1s noted that, for 
computatton ~f the flow var1ables fn po1nt j, the flow variables in point 
"j-112· are needed Cas [Gjly={Gj+t/2-Gj-J/2}/Ay>. This does not pose any 
problem for the flux G-j-l /2 wht~h fs cunstructed w1th Information from 
po1nts ·r and "J•l", 1.e. from known yalues. However, G•J-l/2 should be 
constructed with Information from pofnts "j-1" and "j-2", according to eq. 
(3.2-4}. Thls implies an extrapolation of two points outside the boundary 
for all the flow variables. · 
4.2.2 Grid Lines Situated Half a Mesi"\ Away from tt'\e Walls. 
• 
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The second method to construct the gr1d ts instead to put the 
computat1o.Dal po1nts 1n the m1ddle of a computat1onal element (Ffg. 4.2.2-
t ). In th1s case the computat1on of the flow var1ables on 11ne "j" cons1ts 
of, as before, [Gjly={GJ+t/2-61-112}/Ay. However, "j-t/2" cofnc1des now 
w1th the waJJ, wherefore the boundary cond1tton of no mass flow through 







It ts therefore not necessary to perform the flux vector spl1tt1ng at the 
wall. It should however be noted here that this procedure introduces a 
different numerical d1ss1patton at the wall than 1n aJJ other po1nts. The 
reason for this 1s obv1ously that the total flux 1n po1nt "j-112" 1s w1thout 
the numer1cal dissipation the flux vector splftttng Introduces 1n the 
general points. However, 1f the cells are small close to the blade surfaces, 
the numerfcal dlsslpat1on Is small anyway, wherefore no problems are to 
be expected for a grtd that clusters potnts close to the blade surface. 
Thus, 1nstead of extrapolating all flow variables to two points as in 
section 4.2.1, it is only necessary to determine the pressure 1°12 po1nt 
away from the known value. 
The value of the pressure tn po1nt "j" can be found by several methods, for 
example by extrapolatio~: 
For the lower boundary 
0th order extrapolation: PJ-1 /2,t 
}St : Pj-1/2,i 
2nd " : Pj-1/2,1 
For the upper boundary 
Oth order extrapolation: PJ+ 112,1 
1st " : PJ+l/2,f 
2nd : Pj+ 112,1 
=Pj,f 
=3Pj ,t/2-PJ+ 1 ,tl2 
={5Pj.1+2-18Pj+ 1,1+2 l Pj.i}/8 
=PJ,f . 
=3Pj;tl2-PJ-1 ,112 
={5Pj,1-2-18PJ-1 ,t•2 I Pj ,i}/ 8 -
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. Better st111J in the case of an orthogonal gr1d, Is to solve the momentum 
equation normal to the wa11 and to obtain the pressure therefrom (see for 
example ref. I 11 n. 
For the steady state sample cases 1n sect1on 4.6, only the simple 0th order 








4.6. 1. First Test Problen1. 
The f1rst -two dtmensional test problem is identtcal to the thirct one 
dimenstonal problem, i.e. a duct w1th rad1al subsonic flow (Fig. 4.6. l-I) 
with an outlet Mach number of, at the centerline, M=0.8864. For the 
purpose of a detailed investigation of the influence of the number of gr!d 
elements on the numerical solution, the opentng of the duct was chooser. tc 
be fairly large Cwedge angle=9QO). Furthermore, two sets of grids were 
mvestigatea. The first is a a-grid <Fig. 4.6. l- la) and the second an H-gr1a 
<Fig. 4.6.1-lb). As the flow in the case under study is radial, it is 
obviously expected that the first grtd wlll give the most accurate result 
for a predeftned number of grfd points. 
The results from the two dimensional 0-grid is Illustrated In Fig. 4.6. l-2. 
Here, the lines of constant Mach number are compared to the exact results. 
<For the first test problem all computations shown are performed with 
overspectfied boundary conditions at the tnlet and outlet.> The compartson 
1s done in the physical plane for a general vtew (Fig. 4.6. J -2a) ano in tne 
computational plane for more deta11s <Fig. 4.6.1-2b). The symmetry of tne 
solution ts exact. However, as already concluded for the quas1 or.e 
dimensional computations, 21 grtd points 1n the streamwise dtrect ion is 
not enough to accurately reproduce the exact solution (due to the numerical 
dissipation inherent fn the flux vector splitting). With 21 streamwise 
points (and 9 circumferential) the numerical solution is shirted 
approximately 1 element at lsomachline M=0.5 <a similar shift is present 
also in the density and pressure). Furthermore, as expected, 3 grid points 
(=2 elements) in the circumferential d1rect19n gives a very inaccurate 
solutton <Fig. 4.6.1-2b), whereas 9 and 13 ctrcumferentlal potnts give 
simtlar results. 
For the H-grid, results are presented in Fig. 4.6.1-3 for the case with t),e 
boundary conditions at the walls implemented according to Mett"1od 2 ;;-I 
sectio·n 4.4. l .a <extrapolation of total fluxes to a midpoint outs ide tr.e 
computational domain). For the computational grid consisting of 60x 12 
elements there is virtually no difference between the exa~t and computed 
solutions, if the tangential velocity component at the wall is correctea as 
part of the boundary condition implementation according to eq. (4.4._1-5) . 
Th1s ts shown for the density <Fig. 4.6.1-3a}; pressure <Fig. 4.6.1-3b> and 
Mach number (Flg. 4.6.1-3c). If the correction or 0 is not performed, a 
sligr1t difference between the computed and exact results is found in ttie 
--
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upper left corner of the nozzle for the dens1ty and pressure CF1g. 4.6. t ~ 
3a,b). The lsomach11nes show however 1n thls case a larger dev1at1on from 
the exact values CF1g. 4.6.1-3c). Th1s 1s due to the fact that the stagnat1on 
pressure 1s-overest1mated at the wall. Th1s 1s a local effect, and the 
turn1ng of the lsomachl1nes 1s 11m1ted to the gr1dpo1nts at the wall. Th1s 
1s seen from F1g. 4.6. t-3c, where the values agree tn all po1nts 1ns1de the 
flow fleld. 
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Fig. 5.2- 1 c. Computeci .d1splacement of shock pos1t1on in time for 
.A.damson's 1441 ftrst sample case .. k=0.173, Pe,amp=0.0140 . 
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Flg. 5.2-1 e. · Mach number distribution for approximate unsteady 
. average shock positions during the first cycle <xs,unsteady,average~0.972). 
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5.2.2 Numer1cal Results·. 
As seen from the two compar1sons wlth ref. /44/ the shock may move 
cons1derabty, even 1f the imposed pressure fluctuatton at the exit 1s 
relatively small. In such a case, for a given nozzle geometry, the shock 
movement and, in some cases as w111 be seen later, the flow throughout 
the entire nozzle depends on the reduced frequency of the prescribed 
dlsturbance. In ttie following we will, for the same nozzle geometry as 
previously, investigate the flow field throughout the channel for a higher 
back pressure f luctuat10n 1n three sample cases: 
Sample Pe[-] IPe,amp [-] IPe,amplPe jk (-] If [Hz] I Fig. 
case I j[%] I I Cwt th lr= 1 m) I I 
3 o.6265 I o.os 8.0 0.318 30 ,5.2-4 
4 .. 0.10 16.0 30 5.2-5 
5 jo.os 8.0 10.106 10 !s.2-6 
Sample case 3: 
As previous, the Imposed pressure fluctuation Is sinusoidal. wit1·1 an 
initial increase at t=to <Fig. 5.2-4.1 ). The pressure fluctuation is such 
. mat 1f a steaay state pressure was kept at the maximum exit pressure, 
the flow would have been subsonic in the whole nozzle. 
... 
~J 
The change in pressure distribution In the nozzle throughout the 
oscillation i~.-~hown ln the sequence of Figs. 5.2-4.2 to 5.2-4.32, with .12 
plots per perfod of oscillation. Initially the imposed fluctuation at the 
exit travels upstream <Fig. · 5.2-4.3). Th~ pressure downstream of tr-.e 
sr1ocK,· 1s thus modlfleq, essentially according · to the Imposed prt-ssure 
oscillation (since the nozzle has a constant cross section for x~ 7 /6). At 
the approximate time t~n/2 (where the ttme has been referencecj tci tr1e 
start of the pressure oscillation for eas1er identification), the wave tram· 
has reached the shock <Fig. 5.2-4.5) and has tnfluenced all the post sriocr. 
computational points (as well as the first supersonic. point, which is 
sttuated within the numerical shock structure). At" the next time level 
presented (t=4n/6) tt"1e post shock- pressure has increased as t~.e. wave 
; 
--
- .... ; 
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tratn has propagated upstream <F1g. 5.2-4.6). The shock has started to 
move sHghtly upstream. At t~S11/6 the pressure JUSt aownstrearn of the 
shoe!< has reached 1ts max1mum level <F1g. 5.2-4. 7).. whereafter tne 
expansio~ part of the wave tratn decreases th1s value. The shock is now 
dtsp1aced ~aster upstream, although the post shock pressure i~ now 
decreasing accord1ng to the imposed wave train. 
The shock reaches lts minimum locat1on at t::= 1 Orr/6 <Fig. 5.2-4.12), 
whereafter it starts to move downstream. At t~(1 S-16)n/6 it has agairi 
reached 1ts steady state pos1t1on <F1gs. 5.2-4. i 7 and 5.2-4.18), wh1ch 
approxtmat1vely, for th1s sample case, corresponds to the maximum stlOCk 
position for the first cycle. 
The procedure ts then repeated, although wtth some sttght differences in 
the time, shock locat1on and pressure level as the flow adapts ttself to 
the per1od1c pressure fluctuatton at the outlet (these plots are not shov·m 
in the sequence of figares). Then, after about two full cycles, the flow is 
periodic. Such a periodic cycle Is shown In the sequence of Figs. 5.2-4.20 
to 5.2-4.32. The mlntmum shock posi t ion (FiQ. 5.2-4.23,24) is reached at . . 
t~33.511/6 (whtch corresponds to a time lag towaras tne exit pressure of 
~t~0.8·tcyc1e> and the maximum (Ftgs. 5.2~4.29,30) at t=39.Sn/6 (time iag 
towards exit pressure ti t~0.3·tcyc1e>· 
As this sample case falls into the cathegory tcycJeltshzO( 1) according to 
the c1assif1catton tn section 5.2.1, we would expect the mtnimum shock 
oosttton to appear at 
t ={ttme for disturbances to travel from the extt to the shock] 
+[rr/2 phase lag of shock position towards post shock pressure] 
+[t1me for extt pressure to reach 1ts maxtmum level] 
.::::rr/2+rr/2+rr/2=0.75.·2TT=O. 75·tcycle · 
and the maximum at 1 /2 pertod i"ater, t.e. at t~0.25 · tcycle· It is seen that 
both of these values agree well w1th the numerically determtnea results. 
Again 1t should be pointed out that the fully developed pertodic solution 
has a maximum shock postion Xs,max~0.92 and a m1nlmum Xs.mm~0.83, 
comoared to the steady state solution of xs,steady= 1.00. 
It is aiso interesting to note that althougn _the maximum pressure is s~ch 
that it would nave glVen subsonic flow throughout the nozzle in s_teady 
state, t.he shock still stays well behind the throat <xthroat=0.50) during 
• 
• 
the whole per1od. Th1s 1s clearly a fact because the fluctuat1on frequency 
1s m the same order of magnttude as the time tsh· 
Furthermore, as showed 1n sect1on 5.2.1, although the shock 1s in the same 
position twice during 1ts oscillation, the pressure distributions at these 
times are not the same. This 1s aga1n illustrated by the average shock. 
position. At t~me t=31 rr/6 (F1g.5.2-4.21) the shock is moving forward and 
at t=37TT/6 < i /2 period later. F1g. 5.2-4.27) it is moving downstreaffi. Tru~ 
shock location is approx1matively the same, but the unsteady lift and 
moment introauced downstream of the shock are very different. 
Most of tne difference 1n the pressure jump across the s11ock can, m th1s 
sample case, be attributed to the shape of the imposed wave tram, and 
some to the change 1n relative shock velocity <see section 5.2.1 ). 
Sample Case 4. 
if the pressure ampl1tude is increased from Pe,amp=0.05 to De,amp=O. iO. 
with all tne other parameters the same, the resulting flow t11rougn the 
nozzle w111 be completely d1fferent. We will here only discuss __;the 
per1odic result, beg1nning at the time t=5TT after the imposed pressur~~'.­
f 1uctuat1on at the ex1t started (Ff g.5.2-5.1 ). At this time, the e~lt · 
·pressure ts decreasing and has. fts average level. The shock is situated~ 
x5~0.83 at an intermediate locatton ff lg. 5.2-5.3) ror the geometry under 
consideration. As in the previous sample case, the steady state shock 
position ls xs,steady= 1.00. 
As the ex1t_ pressure decreases further, the shock moves upstream (Figs. 
5.2-5.4,5) and the pressure jump across the shock decreases. The exit 
pressure reaches 1ts minimum value at t= 11 n/2, but the post sr.ock 
pressure continues to decrease because or the time lag between tr1e exit 
and post shock pressures, counteracted by the increase 1n pressure jurnp 
as the shock moves upstream, i.e. the relative veiocity the snock sees is 
larger than in a steady state case <Fig. 5.2-5.6). The pressure Just 
downstream of the shock does therefore not decrease as much as would oe 
expected from the expansion only. This can be the explanation for the 
local peak ~n post shock pressure. It Is also pr~bable that the plateau at 
point "3" in the f1gures _ 1s the plateau of max1rnum ex1t pressure tt1at h~s 
now been transported to be located Just downstream or the st1ock. 
i30 
S1multaneously, the shock has moved close to the throat and the flow is 
oarely supersonic upstream of it. However, tne pressure jump is still 
consideraole. Thereafter the pressure at the exit Increases again, and a 
compression -wave moves upstream from the extt <Figs. 5.2-5.7,8,9}. 
Simultaneously, the shock has now moved upstream of the throat and it is 
slowly weakened by the decrease in flow velocity upstream of it (as the 
area cr.anges the relative shock velocity wtll become subsontc), as well as 
by the fact that the post shock pressure Is st111 decreasing (due to the 
finite ttme tt takes for the disturbances from the ex1t to propagate 
upstream). It is also smoothea out towards a compression wave (see la(er 
discussion). Between the shock and the last compression wave at the exit 
the pressure dtstrtbution indicates a complicated mixture of compression 
. and expanst.on waves. The flow immediately downstream of the shock 
butlds now up the velocity on its· way to expand towards the steady state 
~elution, wt'ilch it would eventually reach if the · exit pressure was now to 
be kept constant at the average value (=level of Ffg. 5.2-5.9). 
Downstream of this a small compresston and another expansion lies before 
the large compression wave at the outlet. A part of this consists of tne 
upstream moving signals being reflected ·at the shock, a part by the phase 
lag between the response of the shock to the post shock pressure changes, 
and a part can be attributed to the tncrease tn pressure jump over the 
upstream moving unsteady shock. 
As the time tr.creases CFtgs. 5.2-5.10, 11, 12), the upstream moving 
unsteady shock wave (by now so smoothed out that It can be considered as 
a compresston wave tnstead) approaches the inlet and the flow behind it 
builds up towaras cnok1ng. Downstream of this bufla up, a ~mall 
compression wave is forced to ·steepen, probably because of the main 
expansion build up and the compresston build up at the exit. The final. 
compression steepens fairly soon into a shock wherefore, at t=39n/6, 
three small shocks can be found at three different loc~ttons in the nozzle. 
A further increase in t1rne pushes the first shock out througr. t~.e inlc-t 
(figs. 5.2-5.13, 14, 15), wtthout any nottcable refiectlon. Simultaneously. 
the main expansion is built up and the two last sh~cks merge into one 
large instead. in tnis procedure 1t appears that tne first of those 1s 
moving downstream (pushed by the main expansion bulld up) and tne 
second is moving upstream (pushed by the 1mposed pressure at ·the outle~J. 
Although the pressure distribution is now fairly like the steady ~.tate 




somewhat later, at t=44n/6, just before the shock 1s agatn pushed 
upstream of the throat due to the next pertod of the pressure vanatton. 
As the flow ts now periodic, the same resulting pressure · dtstr1buttons - . 
will repeat tnemselves. 
In the present sample case it is hard to define an .. average sheer: 
position", but 1t is st111 of interest to compare two times during the 
cycle. As the reduced frequency is the same· as in sample case 3, the 
pressure distributions at t=31 n/6 <Fig. 5.2-5.4) and t=37n/6 <Fig. 5J-
5.1 O> are compared. It should again be stated that these two positions do 
not correspond to the average unsteady ext t pres~ure. 
The two pressure distributions look very d1fferent, which agam (compare 
the thtrd sample case) give unsteady lifts and moments quite d\fferent 
from the steady-state values. 
It should also be pointed out that, although the supersonic shocks · are 
sharply capturedl, tl1e unsteady shocks In the subsonic flow are spread out 
a bit more.Two reasons, one physical and one nurnericai, may be given. 
Firstly, as- the shock travels upstream the relative shock velocity may 
eventually become _subsonic. The decrease m Mach number then wll! 
counteract _the shock. The unsteady upstream moving expansion wav~ 
downstream of the shock <introduced by the shock moving Into a sect ion 
with increaslng area) w111 catch up with the shock, and it will start to 
spread out. Secondly, it is probable that, as the pre-shock Mach number is 
subsonic, the numerical dissipation associated wlth a supersonic shock 
does not manifest itself. A more sophisticated flux 11m1ter, based· on the 
gradients instead of just the present crude way of determinmg the 
passage over the sonic 1 ine, would certainly improve the suosonic shock 
structure. It ts also possible that the van Leer flux vector sp11tting 
approach may improve the accuracy. 
Sample Case 5. 
Obv1ously, It Is also possible to drive the shock from its steady state 
position into the subsonic part of the nozzle while keeping the . exit 
pressure fluctuation amplitude at Pe,amp=0.05, as in the third sample case. 
Indications 1n ref. I 49,50/ are that the unsteady shocks may be . 
captured even· more sharply with the van Leer splltt1ng and some more 
sophis~tcated flux limiter. · 
Th1s can be done by reduc1ng the freQuency of the osc111at1on. Here we 
will show the f1rst cycle of a case with a three t1mes slower fluctuat10n 
(Fig. 5.2-6.) than previously (1<=0.106 and k=0.318 resp.t Out of tn~ 
sequence four t1me levels are shown <t=O, t=[ 17 /36]·2n, t=[26/36l·2n. 
t=[29/36]·2TI ). 
As for sample case 4 the change 1n ex1t pressure drtves the shock 
upstream. An important d1ff erence ~awards the previous two cases is 
though that the post shock pressure distribut1on is now much ilatter (as 
the frequency is· lower), see Figs. 5.2-6.2,3. There ls thus no second shock 
being bui It up before the first has dissapeared through the inlet due rn the 
compression wave from the exit. However, as for the previous sample 
case, 1t is seen that the flow bu11ds up to become supersontc before tt is 
choked /Fig. 5.2-6.3). 
The flow becomes son1c at the throat (Fig. 5.2-6.4) and the shock appears 
as a combination of this build up and the compression from tt·,e exit of the 
nozzle . . The fact that the flow becomes supersonic again before it is 
choked is also noted by looking at the shock position <where x5 is, as 
t>efore, aef 1ned as the value where the Mach number within the numerical 
shock structure is 1) 1n Fig. 5.2-6.5. It 1s concluded that the shock is 
driven forward until it is completely subso~1c Cat t~35). This appears at 
the throat. Thereafter 1t ls not possible to compute a shock location 
accord1ng to the def in1tion that Ms= 1.00, unttl the flow once again 
becomes supersonic. This happens at t=4t.6 <compare Fig. 5.2-6.3), before 
the flow 1s cnokea and slightly before the compression wave has bui It up 
to a shock. Note that M5= 1. flrst appears at x5=0. 72 <compare Figs. 5.2-
6.3,5), i.e. well (6x=0.22) downstream of the throat. · 
As the exit pressure amplitude is larger 1n sample case 4 than in 3 and 5, 
the shock moves faster in thls case. For the two cases with identical 
fluctuation amp11tude the average shock speed ls approximatively tt·1e 
same <slightly larger for the highest freQuency). This can be expected 
from the fact that the shock velocity in a shock tube increases wi th 
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Fig. 5.2-2b. . Mach number distribution for steady state (at t=41.118, I 
x5=0.998) as well as approximate m1n1mum <at t=78. 12, x5=0.810) and ·i 
1 maximum Cat t=l 2~.52, x5=1.2_15) unsteady shock positions during the \ 
first cycle. Adamson's 1441 second sample .. case. ·k=0.035, Pe,amp=0.0140. : 
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Adamson's /44/ second sample cas~. k=0.035, Pe.amp=O.O 140. Note: Only 
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Fig. 5.2-Ja. Shock velocity for 
sample· case, all parameters as In Fig. 5.2-1). 
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Fig . 5 .2-4.6. Unsteady pressure distributton in a nozzle for k=0.318, 
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Fig. 5.2-4. 7. Unsteady pressure d1stributton in a nozzle for k=0.31 e, 
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Fig. 5.2-4.8. Unsteady pressure distribution in a nozzle for k=0.3'18 .. 
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F1g. 5.2-4.22. Unsteady pressure distribut1on In a noztie for · k=0.316. 
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Fig. 5.2-4.23. Unsteady pressure d1str1bl.!tion in a nozzle for k=0.318, 
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Fig. 5.2-4.24. Unsteady pressure distribution In a nozzle for k=0.318, . · 
Pe;amp=0.05. Al I other parameters as tn Figs. 5.2-1. 
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Fig. 5.2-4~26. Unsteady pressure d1str1but1on in a nozzle 
Pe,amp=0.05. Al 1 other parameters as 1n Figs. 5.2-1. 
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'fig. 5.'2-4.27. Unsteady pressure d1str1but1on 1n 
Pe .. emp=O.o.s. All other parameters as 1n F1gs. 5 .2- 1 
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F1g. 5 .2-4.28. unsteady pressure distribution in a nozzie tor ~-=0 .318. 
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Fig. 5.2-4.J 1 Ur.steady pressure d1str1but1on jn a nozzle for k=0.318, 
Pe,amp=0.05. Ali ott1er parameters as in Figs. 5.2-1 
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Fig. 5.2-5. llmposed extt pressure fluctuatton 
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Fig. 5.2-5. 12. Unsteady pressure d1str1but1on 1n a nozzle for k=0.318, 
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Fig. 5.2-5. 13. unsteady pressure distribution in a nozzle for l<=0.318 .. 
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Ftg. 5 .2-5. 14. Unsteady pressure d1str1but1on in a nozzle for k=0.3: 8, 
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Ftg. 5.2-5. 15. Unsteady press~re distribution tn a nozzie tor K=0.318, · 
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Fig. 5.2-5. 16. Unsteady pressure d1str1but1on 1n a nozzle for k=0-.318, 
Pe,amp=O. 10. All other parameters as in Figs. 5.2- I. 
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Fig. 5 .2-5. 17. Unsteady pressure distribution 1~ a nozzle for k=0.318, 
Pe,amp=0.10. All other parameters as 1n F1gs. 5.2- 1. 
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Ffg. 5.2-5. 18. ~nsteady pressure distribution 1n a nozz'e for k==0.318, 
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Fig. 5.2-6. 1. Steady state pressure dfstrfbutfon fn a nozzle for k=O. 106, 
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Fig. 5.2-6.2. unsteady pressure distribution in a nozzle 
Pe,amp=0.05. All other parameters as 1n Figs. 5.2-1 
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6. Two D1mens1onal Unsteady Results. 
unsteady two o1mens10na1 results w111 be presented for a cnannel iJow 
wttn a t 0% "bump·· on the upper wal 1. The geometry 1s ~lmllar to tr'\e 
ste~dy state ca~e presented 1n sect1on 4.6.2, apart t·rom the fact tnat the 
"bump" has now a s1nusoidal, instead of a c1rcular arc, form. This change 
is deliberately introduced in brder not to create any nurnerica1 
d1sturoances at the corners of the "bump" tn cases when ttie unsteadv 
st"lock propagates thereover. 
Two sample cases w111 be presented. Both cases consider the same sreaoy 
state flow f1eld as in section 4.6.2, 1.e. Pe=0.7369 <M-00=0.675). The first 
treats an ex1t pressure amplitude of Pe,amp=0.12, wfth a reduced frequency 
(calculated wf th 4r as tn the prevtous section) of k=0.396 Ccorresponcltng 
to f=369Hz for a profile length of lr=O. Im). The second case has a lower 
amplltude, Pe,amp=0.06, with the same reduced frequency. 
In both sample cases the imposed extt pressure ts the same over the 
width of the channel, and the variation of pressure starts, as in trie quasi 
one dimensional cases, with a sinusoidal increase. 
First Sample Case. 
In tne first sample case we will present, starting from tne beginning of 
the variat ton of extt pressure, about 1.5 periods. The steady state so!uti0n 
is given in Fig. 6-1, and the unsteady sequence is studied in Figs. 6-2 t0 
6-31. It should be pointed out that the grid used for this computatior. 
cons1sts of (14x60) cells, and tl"'1e shock is captured within two cells, Le. 
with one Intermediate computational point <see for example flg. 6-1 ). 
As the exit pressure increases, the 1 ines of constant Mach number ciose to 
tne outlet are pushed upstream, especially at the lower wall (Figs. 6-2 to 
6-:4>. During th1s tlme there is n9 change in the flow up to x::::0.7. At 
t=n/2 the ·extt pressure has reached its max1mum. value <Fig. 6-5), 
whereafter tt decreases <Fig. 6-6 to 6-8). The · lines of constant Mach 
number close to the exit now become turned in the other dir-ect \oil 
(towards the upper. wall), and the shock starts simultaneously to m~vc 
upstream. Ttie maximum Mach number upstream of the sr1ock decr~ast-s 
raoldiy as the shock moves upstream. At the same time tl1e veiocity 
oecreases also on me iower wali of the nozzle, ana tne lsomacn i 1nes 
\95 
which where bent towards the outlet in the steady state (see for exarnpie 
M=0.70 m Fig. 6-1) are no bent forward 1nstead (M=0.70 1n F1g .. 6-8). 
At time t=T} <F1g. 6-9) the ex1t pressure has again reached its .steady 
state lev~l but, due to the time lag between the pressure at the ex1t and 
the pressure in the nozzle, the veloc1ty throughout the nozzle continues to 
decrease. At this t1me the shock is pushed into the subsonic part of the 
nozzle and the now is completely subsonic. At an approximate t1me of 
t~9·2n/ 16 the velocity has reacr1ed its min1mum value t11roughout tt1e 
nozzle, and the flow starts f1nally to react to the previous decrease in 
outlet pressure (Le. the decrease that startea at t=n/2, F1g. 6-5). Tr1us 
th~ flow velot::1ty begms to increase. Before this, as in one dimensiona·1 
flow, ·the unsteady shock moves upstr.eam in the subsonic flow domain 
<Figs. 6-9 to 6.10). It 1s however not, 1n contrast to the quasi-one 
dimenslonal results from sect1on 5.2.2, pushed all the way to the 1nlet, 
but reaches instead a minimum position and 1s then moved downstream, 
start1ng at t~9·2n/ 16. 
The 1ncrease in flow veloc1ty appears over the whole channei width. but 
obviously w1tn a larger value at the bump. As the imposed decrease in tne 
presstJre wave tram approaches the bump, the flow velocity at the upper' 
wall wi 11 agai~ reach a sonic value (t=11·2n/16, Fig. 6-12), and the shock 
steepens again <Fig. 6-13). At time t=3TT/2 <Fig. 6-13) the extt pressure 
has reached Its minimum level, and at t1me t~ 13·2n/ 16 <Fig. 6-14) the 
shock has reached its steady state position, however with a lower pre--
shock Mach number and a lower pressure jump than in the steady state-
flow field. The pressure at the outlet is now increasing, but tl"le shock Is 
sti 11 moving downstream (because of the finite time 1t ta1<es for tne 
disturoances to travel upstream>. The shock at the upper wall reaches its 
maximum position at t~ 19·2TT/ 16, w1th a maximum pre shock· Mach number 
stgniffcantly higher than the ·corresponding steady state value. This 
max1mtiJ'.n pos1t1on 1s reached well after the ex1t pressure has again 
reached its average (=steady s~ate) level at t=2n (Fig. 6-1_7). 
Simultaneously, the pressure increase at the exit is now moving upstrearr1 
and tt"!ls compression wave Is slowly bu11ding itself up to a shock at the 
lower wali also and, indeed, over the whole width of the cnannei 
(t=19·2n/16, Fig. 6-20). Although ~his shock is very weak at the rower 
wall, it can still be consi~ered to be captured within three num~rita! 
cells. ·ct=202n/ 16, Fig. 6-21). The whole shock structure is then pushed 
upstream and, at t=22·2n / 16 <Fig. 6-23), the part of the shoe~~ at tr,e 
--
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iower wall 1s st\11 moving uostream, but 1s 1n the subsonic fleld of tr1e 
fiow. At t=21·2n1i6 tne shoc1< at the upper wail has again reached ns 
steaoy stat~ ·1ocation (half a period after it reacned the same posn10n 
moving downstream). The pre-shock Mach number is now· much higher than 
the corresponding value for the downstream moving shock <F1g. 6-14), anc 
also considerably higher than the steady state value CF1g. 6-1 ). The rest of 
tr.e flow field in tne nozz1e is also very different between tr-,ese u ·.ree 
tlme _levels. 
The shock at the iower wail is pushed further 1nto t11e subson1c part of 
the nozzie ana tiecomes weaK.er because of the decrease in upstream flow 
velocity, at the same t1me as the shock at the upper wall also 1s moved 
upstream <Figs. 6-23 to 6-25). The upper part or the shock ts thereafter 
finally again pushed Into the subsontc part of the nozzle <Fig. 6-26). The 
shock that extended over the whole nozzle width at time t=20·2n/ 16 <Fig. 
6-21) is now so weak that it is only not teed as a shock (unsteady, 
although In t11e subsonic fl ow > ct ose to the upper w a ii . As we are r1ow 
considering tr1e second per1od of the osctllat1on, the flow field in the 
nozzle 1s far from 10ent1tal to the flow during the first cycie (comoare 
Fig. 6- l 0,. 6-26). However, as the shocl< now agatn begins to move 
upstream at t=26·2n/ 16, the flow field .fs slowly built up towards a 
per1·odtc solution. Thus, the flow during the second cycle ts fatrly close to 
the flow fteld of the first cycle <compare Ftgs. 6-12, 6-28; 6- l 3, 6-29; 
and 6-14, 6-30), and the same pattern of shock bui Id up .as seen duiing the 
rtrst cycie ls repeated. In ract, the flow becomes periodtc so iast triat 
already tr1e second period can almost be co~stdered as the .Periodic 
solution. This can oe seen oy comparing the flow field at t=25·2n/ 16 and 
one period later, at t=4l·2nI16 <F1gs. 6-26 and 6-31 ),- as we! i' as trie 
corresponding solution at later pertods <not shown here). 
Second Sample Case. 
The second sarnpie case treats the flow In the same nozzle. witti the same 
steady state so,lutlon (l'·L00=0.675, Pe=0.7369) ·and the same r-educed 
frequency of tt")e imposed exit pressure fluctuation. The (11Herence 
towards the f 1rst sample case ts the amplitude of the pressure oscl II at ion 
which ts now Pe ,amo=0.06, ·towards the previous Pe.amp=O. 12. 
""!"' •• ~·,a, ..... •"J" • • ~ f". . "j(O ... . . f.::'>"7:•" ·T ••. ,...~ ... ~ ····~·· ... _ ...... _ .. .._,, ... '\ V ' -'• :.~ •• -~•"Y•• .., _ .... •o o ,_,_ .. 
• 
• 
The steady state flow field 1s given in Fig. 6-32, and a few time steps of 
tne first unsteady period are presented in Flgs. 6-33 to 6-42.· 
As tne presS\Jre increases at the exit the lsomach lines are again turnea, 
as 1n tne flrst sample case, upstream, although to a 1esser extent as the 
pressure increase is smaller <compare Figs. 6-5 and 6-33). As the 
physical time for the disturbance wave train to travel from the exit to 
the shock is tt'1e same in both sample cases, the shock will start to react 
at the sarne time. It will however move much slower in the case with the 
lower pressure amplitude. This is confirmed by comparing, for example 
F1gs. 6-6 and 6-34. 
197 
At t1rne t=n the exit pressure is again at its steady state value <Fig. 6-
35), and at t~ 10·2TI/ 16 the shock at the upper wall has reached 1ts 
minimum pos1tion <Fig. 6-36). This is at approx1matively the s~me t1me as 
the shock had reached its minimum location 1n the first sample case CFig. 
6-10). There aie a fundamental difference though between the higt'1 and 
low pressur~ amplitude cases. As was concluded for Pe,amp=0.12 the pre-
snock Mach numoer was well below 1.00 before the snocK started to move 
·downstream agatn <Fig. 6.10), wl'lereas for Pe,amp=0.06 ~ the pre-snock Macn 
number is st1l I supersonic, and the supersonic zone around the location of 
maximum bumpthickness is clearly manifested <Fig. 6-36). The flow 
veloc1ty in the nozzle starts thereafter to increase because of the the 
decrease In exit pressure that started at t=n/2. The shock at the upper 
surface of t~e bump picks up in strength <Fig. 6-37 to 6-4 l ), and reaches 
its maximum posit!on at t~20·2n/ 16, sligthly after t"he tlme tne higher 
pressure amplltuae shock reached its maximum location <Fig. 6-20). As 
expected, for the lower amp11tude case the compress!on from the outlet 
can net bu lid Itself up to a shock wave at the lower wall, wherefore the 
flow is completely subsonic there <Fig. 6-41 ). Th.is is in contrast to the 
high-amplitude case where the flow was chof<ed during a smal I part. of tr1e 
period <F·lg. 6-2 i ). 
The highest pre-shock r-1ach number (Fig. 6-41 -) is also in th1s sample case 
nigner tnan the_ steady state value, althougl"I not as hign as in tne h1gn 
amplitude case (F1g. 6-21 ), and the supersonic zone reaches out to ~66% 
from the upper wall <see M= 1.00 in Fig. 6.41 ), co_mparea to only z44% in 
the steady state solution. 
-· 
i96 
As the time increases, the shock will start to move downstream <Fig. 6-
42), and a per10d1c solution w111, as m tne high amplnuoe sarnpie case, oi:a 
reached. 
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Fig. 6-1 Sinusoidal "bump"-flow. M-00=0.675, p9=0.7369. 
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Sinusoidal "bump"-flo\4{. M-00=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
Unsteady solution for f1rst two dtmenstonal sample case. 
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Sinusoidal "bump"-ftow. M_00=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
unsteady solution for first two dimensional sample case. 
Pe,amp=O. 12, k=0.369. • t• 
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Sinusoidal "bump"-flow. M-00=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
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Fig. 6-7. Sinusoidal "bump"-flow. M-00=0.675, Pe=O. 7369. 
Unsteady solution for first two dimensional sample case. 
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Fig. 6-8. 
.. ,. 
Sinusoidal "bump"-flow. M-00=0.675, Oe=0.7369. 
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Sinusoidal "bump"-flow. M-00=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
Unsteady solution for first two dimensional sample case. 




Mach number in physical plane 
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Ftg. 6-10. Sinusoidal "bumpN-flow. M-00=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
Unsteady solution for first two dimensional sample case. 
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Fig. 6-12. Slnusotdal "bump"-f low·. M-00=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
Unsteady solut1on for f1rst two d1mens1onal sample case. 
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Fig. 6-1 J. Sinusoidal "bump"-flow. M-00=0.675, Pe=0.7J69. 
Unsteady solutton for ftrst two dlmenstonal sample case. 
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Fig. 6-14. Slnuso1dal "bump"-flow. M-00=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
Unsteady solution ror first two dimensional sample case. 
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Fig. 6-15. S1nusotda1 "bump"-flow. M-oo=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
Unsteady so1ut1on for f1rst two d1menstona1 sample case. 
Oo ~mn=0 . 12, k=0.369. 
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Mach number in physical plane 
l = Z'ii RUN NUMBER = 213 
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Fig. 6-17. Sinusoidal "bump"-flow. M-00=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
unsteady solution for first two dimensional sample case. 
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Mach number in physical plane 
i: ~ ,,, . 2'if RUN NUMBER 
k = 8000 
t 
1 11 21 
Gridpoints 
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f lg . 6-21. Sinusoidal "bump"-flow. M-00=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
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' Fig. 6-22. Sinusoidal "bump"-Flow. M-oo=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
unsteady solution for first two dimensional sample case. 
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Unsteady solution for first two dimensional sample case. 
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Fig. 6-25 . . .Sinusoidal "Oump"-fJow. M-00=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
1.1 
Unsteady solution ror first two dimensional sample case. 
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Fig. 6-27. Sinusoidal "bump" -flow. M-00=0.6 75, Pe=O. 7369. 
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Fig. 6-28. Sinusoidal "bump"-flow. M-00=0.675, p6:.::0.7369. 
Unsteady solution for first two dtmenstonal sample case. 
Pe,a~p=0.12, k=0.369. 
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Fig. 6-29. S1nuso1dal "bump"-flow. M-00=0.675, p8=0.7369. 



















Mach number in physical plane 
RUN NUMBER ~ 213 
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Fig. 6-30. Sinusoidal "bump"-flow. M-00=0:675,' Pe=0.7369. 
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Sinusoidal "bump"-flow. M-00=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
1.1 
unsteady solution for first two dimensional sample case: 
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Fig. 6-32. Sinusoidal "bump"-flow. M-00=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
Steady state solut1on for second two dimenstonal sample 
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Fig. 6~34. Slnusotdal "bump"-flow. M-00=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
1.1 
Unsteady solutton for second two dtmenstonal sample case. 
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Mach number in physical plane 
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1_1.1 "'"' t: - .,,, • #{,,. ,, RUN NUMBER = 214 
k == 7100 
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Gridpoints 
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F~g. 6-37. S1nuso1dal "bump"-flow. M-00=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
Unsteady solution ror second two dimensional sample case. 
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Fig. 6-38. Sinusoidal "bump"-flow. M-00=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
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Fig. 6-39. S1nuso1dal "bump":..flow. M-00=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
unsteady solut1on for second two dimensional sample case. 
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Fig. 6-40. Sinusoidal "bump"-flow. M-0(\=0.675, Pe=0.7369. 
1.1 
Unsteady solut1on for second two d1mens1onal sample case 
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Mach number i·n physical plane 







k = 8100 
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Fig. 6-42. ·Sinusoidal "bump"-flow. M-00=0.675, Pe=.0.7369. 
















7. Trarisrormat1on From the Phys1cat Into the Computat1onat 
Plane or Reference . 
Tt"1e general transfoirnat1on from the (x,y,t)-plane to t~.e (~,Jl,T)-plane- w; I l 
be µresent~u In t1·i1s section. The transrormatton in r ts straightforward. 
as r=t. and oniy Cx,y) to (~,J'I) is discussed . 
Tne transtormat1on oresente~ snouid oe use~ fr1endiy in as far as 1t 
sn0uld allow for simple cnanges of cascade geometry. It snoi..ila also at low 
for a blade v1bratton, presently 1n ctrcumferent1al direction <as seen m 
the rotating turbomach~ne, y direct?on 1n the Cartesian coordinate system 
1n the present stud'f), and eas111· be extended to accomodate any general 
blade v1bratton. In order to treat cases of propagation of disturbances 
tr.rough a cascade, the transformation should be able to handle s~verai 
blade passages of a general profile. Furthermore, the mapptng should 
ailow for the foliowmg: 
Tt'le inlet ano outlet plan~s are fixed in bott'l the computational ana 
physical planes durtng a genera11zed b1ade v1brat1on. 
The lead1ng edge pos1t1on shall be constant tn a predefined axial and 
clrcumf erent1al d1rectton In the comoutattonaJ plane. 
Idem for the tra111ng edge. 
Computational points should be clustered In the leading and tralling 
edge regions, and close to the blade surfaces. 
The computational po.ints towards tne inlet and outlet flow 
boundaries in th~ physical plane should be stretched away from the 
prof lle. 
_, The mapping should be fast as 1t has to be performed for every ttme 
step of the calculat1on, both for the calculat1on with v1brat1ng blades and 
for the calculat1on with stationary blades as in both cases the slipstream 
from the. trat11ng edge will move In time. . 
For the above objectives, it was decided to introduce the biade georn~try 
as coordinate points, and to adopt a numerical grto of .. H .. -form (Ftg. 7.1 ). 
Th1s sort of gnd ts acceptable for capturtng normal shock waves (wnicn 
is the scope of the present study). Obviously, a C-grtd or an 0-grtd woulo 
be better from the point of v1ew of accurately resolving the flow around 
the leading edge. However, the creat1on of such gr1ds for unsteady cascade 
flows is a major undertaking· in ttself . It ls instead proposed to use ar, H-
me$i) for global resolution, and in the future overlap this globai H-mesh 
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wlth a local, around and f1xed w1tt1 U1e a1rfo11. c-mesh. This kind of 
approach has oeen snown by Steger /SS/ to be f eas1ole tor steaoy state 
fiows <Euler solver) ana for small unsteady perturbat10n potential flow oy 
Verdon /56/. 
The transformation Includes clustering of points, for better resolution !n 
reg1ons of high flow gradients, tn several locations, presently at: 
downstream of inlet boundary and/or upstream of leading edge plane. 
downstream of leading edge and/or upstream of trailing edge plane. 
downstream of tra111ng edge plane and/or upstream of outlet 
boundary. 
The physical domain of interest,· limited by the inlet and outlet boundaries 
and the upper and lower blades <Fig. 7. 1 ), Is then separated, in axial 
direction <=x), 1nto three different regions, each extending over the 
number of blade passages choosen In the circumferential direction C=y): 
Region 1: From inlet to leading edge plane (~<OJ. 
Region 2: Blade passages CO.:S~:S 1.). 
Region 3: From trailing edge plane to downstream boundary<~> 1 J. 
Eacn of tnese regions are mapped into a rectangular computat10nai piane 
of reference wlth the following transformations. 
The mapping in axial direction <x> 1s given by eq. 7.1 In regions 1 and 
2 It ,2/: 
=~x - 2CXx + (2CXx+ 1 )(X-Xstart>ICXend-Xstart> 
=Px + 2cxx - (2<Xx+ 1 )(X-Xstart>ICXend-Xstart> 
=Px + t 
=Px - 1 
ex =variable to Indicate where the mesh should be refined. 
= 0.0: refinement only towards the e_nd of the region. 
= 0.5: equal refinement both t owards the end and the beginning. 
~ = stretching parameter CP> 1.) 
Index ·Mx": parameters In x-d1rectlon (0</~ are ~lfferent for eatt) 
region). 
·index "start" : x and ~value at the beginning of eacn region. 







1n reg1on l thls mapptng is given by eQ. 7.2: 
-~Cx,y,t>=-~start•{~end-~startH-1•<Xx•<1-<Xx>lnCA9/ A10)/ln<A/ A1 )} 
(7.2) 
where: 
A9 = Px-2CXx•(2CXx• 1 )(X-Xend)/(Xstart-Xend> 
A10 = ~x·2cxx-<2cxx• 1 )(X-Xena>ICXstart-Xena> 
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The reason for this cnange 1n the mapping between reg tons 2 and 3 ts to 
have the posstb111ty to cluster potnts tn the beg1nn1ng of zone 3, Instead 
of towards the end as tn regton 1. 
In the c1rcumferentlal d1rect1on Cy> the mapptng ts given by eq. 7.3: 
where: 
=Py - 2<Xy + (2<Xy+ l)(Y-Ystart)l<yend-Ystart> 
=~y + 2ocy - (2<Xy+ 1 )(Y-Ystart)l<yenci-Ystart> 
=Py• 1 
=~y - 1 
ex =1dem as for axial direction. 
p =1dem as for· axial direction. 
Index .. y": parameters In y-d1rect1on . 
(7.3) 
1ndex "start": y ana ~ value at the beg1nn1ng of each reg1on (1.e. tne 
blade surfaces). 
1ndex "end": y and Tl value at the end of each reglon <Le. the blaae 
surfaces). 
Here; the computational grtd stretches from 11=0. (for the uppe.r surfa¢e of 
blade 1) t111 n=N-1 <ror the lower surface of blade N). Thus, for biadt: 
passage "1 ", Tlstart=O. whereas Tl end= 1 . 
This transf ormat1on maps the physical plane tnto the comptutational pJ.ane 
(1.e. <x,y> to (~,Jl)). The tnverse of the m~pp1ng ((~,Jl) to Cx,y)) is easlly 
computed to be: 
--
- ln axial d1rectton~ regtons 1 and 2: 
wl1ere 
:. computational potnt In ~ direction 
j : computational point in 11 direction 
As = <~1 .r~start>l<~end-~start> 
A6 = CA5-cxx)/( 1-cxx> 
A, = <~x+ 1 )As + <~x-1 )As 
Aa = <~x+ 1 )A6 -<~x-1 )As 
- in axial direction, region 3: 
where now A5 Is dlfrerent from regions I and 2: 
- In circumferential direction, the inverse of eq. (7.3) 1s: 
where 
85 = <111.rT\start>l~T\end-T\start> 
86 · = (85-cxy)/( 1-0Cy) 
87 . = ( ~y+ 1 )B s + ( ~y- l)B 6 




An example Of the mapping here presented ts. given for a symmetrical 
Joukowski profile at 60° stagger angle (from axial) in Fig. 7.2. Both the · 
. . 







d1fferent part of the flow f1e1d are shown for the physical Plane ~ whereas 
a general vl&W of tt\e computatwnal plane ts presentea ff19. 7.3). 
-· 
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Fig. 7. 1: Physical domain of reference w1th H-gr1d. . 
f 1g. 7 .2: Gnd of .Joui<.ows1<1 profile ( 15% thickness> at 60° stagger angle 
in the physical plane. · 
Fig. 7.3: Grtd of Jou_1<ows1<1 prof11e ( 15% th1ckness) at 60° stagger angle 
1n the computational plane. 
These f1gures can be seen on the computer terminal by running th& 
program on an IBM-AT. However, no hardcopy device exists for this tyoe of 
aopiicat1un in the "personal Computer Lab" in the "Computer Center" at tt'te 







8. Numer1ca1 Oeterm1nat1on or Metric Terms. 
Tne metric- terms are calculated as centerea Oiff erences <see Flg. 7- i ) . 
For calculation of the Jacobian determinant 1n the point (j, D we need 






{Xj ,1+ 1-Xj ,1-1 }/ {~J ,1+ 1-~j ,1-1} 
{yJ ,I+ 1-YJ ,l-1 }/ {~J.1+ 1-~J,1-1} 
{Xj+ l ,1-Xj-1 ,1}/{J'lj+ l ,1-Jlj-1 ,f} 
{YJ+ 1 ,i-YJ-1,1}/{JlJ+1 .t-'lJ-1 .1} 




> ln tne 
po1nts CJ, 1-1 /2) and CJ,1+ 1 /2), as well as the der1vat1ves Cx~,y~) in the 
po lnts (j+ 1 /2, D and < J-1 /2, f) are needed. 
These are evaluated as: 
{x11lJ,t+ 112 = {Xj+ l ,t+ 1 /2-XJ-f ,f+ l/2}/{2A11} 
= {XJ+ 1 ,f+ 1 +XJ+ l ,t-XJ-1,f+1-XJ- J ,f}/ { 48J1} 
{y'l)j,i+ 112 = {YJ+ 1,i+ 112-YJ-l ,f+ 112}/{28Jl} 
= {YJ+ 1,i+1+YJ+1,t-YJ-1,t+1-YJ-1,1}/{48Jl} 
{xfl}J.1-112 . = {Xj+ 1 ,t-1./2-XJ-1 ,1-1 /2}/{2AJ1} 
= {Xj+ 1,1+Xj+1 ,1-1-Xj- l ,i-Xj-1 ,1-1 }/ { 48T}} 
{yfl)J ,1-1 /2 = {YJ+l ,i-112-YJ-1,1-112}/{2811} 
= {YJ+ 1 .• 1•Y1+ 1,1-1-YJ-1,1-YJ-1 ,1-1 }/{48fl} 
{XtlJ+ 112,I = {XJ+ 1/2,1+1-XJ+ 1 /2,f-1 }/{2A0 
= {Xj+ 1,1+1 +Xj ,i+ 1-Xj+ 1 ,f-1-Xj ,f-1 }/ { 4~~} . 
{y~lj+ 1 /2 ,1 = {YJ+ 112,1+ 1-YJ+ t 12,1-1 }/{280 . 
= {YJ+ 1,1+ 1+YJ,1+1-YJ+ 1 .1-1-YJ ,1-1 }/{~A~} 
{x~lJ-1 /2 ,f = {XJ-1 /2 ,I+ ,·-XJ-1 /2,1-1 }/{2A0 
= {Xj,i+l+Xj-1,i+l-XJ.f-l-XJ-1,i-iJ/(480 
{y~lj-1 /2,i = {YJ-112,1+1-YJ-l /2,f-1 }/(2A0 
= {YJ,1+ r•·YJ-1 ,f + 1-YJ,1-1-Yj- l , i-1}/{48~} 
--
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9. Recommendat1ons for lmprovments. 
In the followfng a few suggesttons for fmprovtng the accuracy of the 
results obtafned by the present method are g1ven. 
In two dtmenstons the crude way of determtntng the departure potnt 
· of the characteristtc Cu-al at the tnlet and Cu•a> at the outlet certatnly 
tntroduces some numerical reflectton Csectton 3.3.2). In ref. /47/ an 
tterattve procedure for f1nd1ng thts departure potnt has been gtven. Thts 
methoa could be tried out, still in connection w1th the "radiative" 
boundary condition at the inlet, in order to compare the numencal 
reflections wtth the present 1mplementatton. 
For an eventual tmprovment of the sharp capture ·of unsteady shocks 
1t would be of interest to tmplement the flux vector splitttng in van 
Leer·s approach, and to compare this w1th the Steger/Warming splitting. 
lnd1catlons In the ltterature /SO/ indicates that this approach may give 
sharper shocks than the present tmplementatlon. 
In the same dtrection tt would be of mterest to look into the 
possibi11ty, as explained by A11maras and G1les 1n /50/, of using the flow 
gradtents within one cell only for obtatntng a second order spattal 
accuracy, 1nstead of, as present, employ1ng two grtd potnts for this 
Csectton 3.1 ). 
This method will also make H possible to keep a second order 
spatial accuracy at the blades, without the need for extrapolating any 
flow variables. Thus the accuracy or the stagnation enthalpy at the blades 
would improve. 
The accuracy of the stagnation enthaply wtl1 also Improve 1f grid 
points are clustered close to the walls. 
For a bett~r accuracy of the total enthalpy at the walls, a modified 
splttttng of the enthalpy has· been proposed 1n /59/. The modiffcation 
should be small and fairly easy to Implement. According to reference 
/59/, the. Improvement or accuracy can be considerable. -
Quast-one dimensional test cases by Adamson et al. C/39/-/ 451), 
with shock oscillations so large that. the shock moves upstream of the 
mroat, could valtdate such numer1cal solutions. Comparisons of this ktnd 
would also serve to better understand the unsteady rJow phenomena. .. 
-· 
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In order to validate the two dimensional unsteady resuits .· 
compartsons wlth aetatled experiments could be made. Eventually couio 
the numerou~ ~xper1mental results by Sajben et al s~rve as test cases. 
An 1nteresting d1rect app11cation of the metnod 'NOuld be to 
consider the overlapp1ng part of a transonic compressor cascade as a two 
d1mens1ona1 curved channel and to 1nvest1gate how large an unsteady b?Ck 
pressure fluctuation must be 1n order to signif1cantly move the blade 
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